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EINTRODUCTION
This is the 17th report in a continuing series of documents issued at launch, and quarterly thereafter,
to present flight performance analyses of the Landsat-2 spacecraft. Previously issued documents aret
Document No.	 'Title Date
75SDS4215 Landsat-2 Launch and Flight Activation 21 March 1975
Evaluation Report, 22 to 26 Jane ry 1975,
Launch through Orbit 50 and Orbit Adjust
Operation.
75SD84228 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 15 August 1975
tion Report, 23 January 1975 to 23
April 1975.
75SDS4255 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 10 October 1975
tion Report, 23 April 1975 to 23 July
1975.
75SDS4266 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 1 December 1975
tion Report, 23 July 1975 to 23 October
1975.
s
76SD84207 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 29 February 1976
tion Report, 23 October 1975 to 23
January 1976.
76SDS4248 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 14 July 1976
tion Report, 23 January 1976 to 23 April
1976.
76SD84263 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 15 October 1976
tion Report, 23 April 1976 to 23 July
1976.
76SDS4278 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 30 November 1976
tion Report, 23 July 1976 to
23 October 1976
778DS4204 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 22 February 1977
tion Report, 23 October 1976 to
22 January 1977.
77SDS4228 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 23 May 1977
tion Report, 23 January 1977 to
23 April 1977.
77SDS4244 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 22 August 1977
tion Report, 23 April to 23 July 1977
LS-2
Document No. Title Date
778DS4258 Landant-1 and Landaat-2 Flight Evaluation 2 November 1977
Report, 23 July 1977 to 23 October 1977
78814202 Landant-1 and Landent-2 Flight Evaluation i February 1978
Report, 23 October 19; 7 to 23 January 1978
70SD84210 Landsat-1, Landsat-2, and Landant-3 3 May 1978
Flight Evaluation Report, 23 January 1978
j,
!
to 23 April 1978
78OD89232 Landaat-2 and Landaat -3 Flight Evaluation 1 August 1976
Report, 23 April 1978 to 23 July 1976 +'`
78SD64250 Landant -2 and Landsnt-3 Flight Evaluation 1 November 1978	
a
Report, 23 July 1978 to 23 October 1978










L&Wsat-2 has completed its fourth year of successful operation. It travelled over half a billion miles, col-
looted a third of a million images of nearly all the land mo s noo of the earth, and relayed over one and a third
million messages from environmental sensors in remote earth locations.
The Landeat-2 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Ranee on 22 January 1976, at 022:17:88:81.604.
The launch and orbit in)eotion phase of the space flight were nominal and deployment of the spacecraft follow-
ed predictions. All systems continue to perform normally except Forward Scanner Pressure, Forward Scan-
ner Pressure Telemetry, Wideband Video Tape Recorder No. 1 (WBVTR-1), and Narrow Hand Tape Recorder
No. 1 (NBTR-1). The Forward Scanner Pressure had begun leaking bofore launch but will not affect scanner
performance. The Forward Sommer Pressure (Function 1003) telemetry became erratic in Orbit 2244 on
2 July 1978.
WDVTR-1 failed to rewind during Orbit 1021, 8 April 1978, and had intermittent operation until Orbit 2238,
2 July 1978, when normal operation was resumed. WBVTR-1 had a new anomaly in Orbit 2683 on 3 August
1978 because of failure of one of the 4 heads. As a result, it could not be used with MSS data, but performed
satisfactorily with RBV data (because RBV provides a synchronizing pulse which permits data from the bad
head to be isolated and ellminated). After Orbit 7181 on 20 June 1976, the recorder was used regularly in
service recording RBV data until failure of a second head in Orbit 10064, 13 January 1977. All operation of
WDVTR-1 had been discontinued since that date.
WBVTR-2 started to rewind but stopped prematurely in Orbit 1919, 9 June 1978, and again in Orbit 3884,
20 October 1975, with the cause unknown. Unit remains operational.
WBVTfi-2 had 30% high headwh n.02
 current during playback in Orbit 9738 on 21 December 1976. The anomaly
Is cured by an operational procedure of toggling playback to record to playback. Frequency of anomaly is in-
creasing. Unit remains operational. On 29 November 1978 WBVTR-2 exceeded 1000 hours of in-flight operation.
Narrow Band Tape Recorder No. 1 (NBTR-1) halted after 38 seconds of playback in Orbit 02007, on 16 January
1979. Subsequent attempts at operation were unsuccessful. NDTR-1 had 18320 hours of in-flight operation over
its four years of flight. The remaining good Narrow Band Tape Recorder No. 2 is being used to cover MSS,
RBV, Downlinks, and Video Tape Recorder operation. Ono long (2.5 hour) record operation per day is sched-
uled for Offline Analysis.
Batteries 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 have been turned OFF one by one for restoration cycles and returned to service
after a few weeks.
From 2 November 1977 to 2 February 1978, a series of orbit adjust burns were made to change the inclination
angle of Landsat-2. Payload operation continued during this cycle as the ground track was maintained.
The DCS receiver was turned OFF in Orbit 15857, h March 1978. DCS operation has beer; resumed with
Landsat-3.
The spacecraft continues to perform its mission satisfactorily. Table 1-1 shows cumulative in-orbit payload
system performance.
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Table 1-1. In-Orbit Payload systems Performance Launch thru Orbit 30397 (144-79) Landsst 2
RBV Total Soon" Imaged 2964
Total Area Imaged (million sq. a mi.) 24.7
ON TIME (hr.) 30
ON/OFF Cycles 346
% Real Time Images 73
% Recorded Images 27
MSS Total scenes Imaged 2990228
Total Area Imaged (million sq. a mi.) 2.609
ON TIME (hr.) 3,172
ON/OFF Cycles 19,501
% Had Time Images 60
% Recorded Images 20
DCS Messages at OCC 1,355,056
(Not in Use) Users (Not in Use)
ON TIME (hr.) 27,283
WPA-1 ON TIME (hr.) 109
ON/OFF Cycles 704
WPA-2 ON TIME (hr.) 2,792
ON/OFF Cycles 15,512
WBVTR-1 % Record Mode 36
(Not in Use) % Playback Mode 41
% Rewind Mode 20
% Sta ft Mode 1
Time Head-Tape Contact (hr.) 121.7
Cycles Head-Tape Contact 1,950
ON TIME (hr.) 164
WBVTR-2 % Record Mode 36
% Playback Mode 41
% Rewind Mode 20
% Standby Mode 1
MFSE Count in P/B N10
Time Head-Taps Contact (hr.) 1,029
Cycles Head-Tape Contact 14, 1A







At the close of this report period, Landsat-2 1 s ground track error was 2.80 nm East (longitude at the
equator),
Spacecraft drag (which is directly proportional to solar activity) increased during this quarter. In the
absence of the "controlled pitch gating via pitch position bias program", drag effected Landsat 2's ground
track and a minus X axis, orbit maintenance orbit adjust was performed during orbit 19240 (2 November
1978) to correct this condition,
Error in longitude since launch as a function of time, orbit maintenance burns, and the Pitch Position
Bias program are shown in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-2 shows the mean local time for the spacecraft descending equatorial cross. The mean local
time crossings for Landsats 2 and 3 respectively are 09:18:40 WILT and 09:32:19 MLT and phasing re-
lationships between Landsat-2 and 3 are shown in Figure 2-3. Landsat-3 leads Landsat-2 at their descen-
ding equatorial crossings by 37.91 GMT minutes.
The Brouwer Mean Orbital parameters for Landsat-2 are given in Table 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. Effect of Orbit Adjusts and
Pitch Position Bias Orbit Maintenance
on Landsat-2 1 s Ground Track
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The Power Subsystem on Landsat -2 has performed satisfactorily throughout this report period,
LS-2
The solar arrays continued to provide excess energy above spacecraft and payload requirements and are ex-
pected to support the Landsat-2 mission through 1070. The percentage degradation of the arrays is plotted
as a fwiction of days - in-orbit in Figure 3-1, along with the pre-launch predicted array degradation. The ar-
ray degradation at the end of 48 months in orbit was 21. G`,i^ which is higher than predicted. The projected
values of midday array current are plotted in Figure 3-2, Hera the array current is adjusted for sun inten-
sity and array degradation, as well as sun angle. Along with the same curve is plotted the actual telemetry
values observed until the end of the current report period.
The battery packs on-line ranged from 8.0 to 0.1 1 0 depth of discharge (DOD) during this report period. When
any battery reached high charge -to-discharge current ratios ( L/D) it was turned OFF for a restoration cycle
of a few weeks, leaving G batteries on- line at all times. The history of these restoration cycles is shown In
Table 3-1. All battery -pack performance remained satisfactory. Battery voltages have been maintained
within suitable limits with Landsat-2 power management procedure, excess array energy being dissipated
through auxiliary loads. Temperatures ranged from 16. 7 C to 30 .6 0C during this report period.
The power subsystem electronics have perfo rmed well during this report period with all regulated voltage
stable. Table 3-2 shows major subsystem parameters and Table 3-3 shows power subsystem telemetry for
selected orbits. Some parameters in Table 3-2 may be slightly different from those in Table 3-3 because
Table 3-2 uses a power management time span (night followed by day), whereas the time span used in 'fable
3-3 is the playback period from the NBR.
The shunt limiter on Landsat -2 has operated several times since launch and has held the solar array bus
voltage at specified levels.
Figure 3-3 shows the actual variation in sun angle to orbit plane and solar panels for Landsat -2. Figure 3-4
Is a prediction of the sun angle through 1070 for Landsat-2.
Many orbits have again displayed the characteristics of notching in the array current telemetry. This con-
dition is presumed to be sets of parallel solar cells with intermittent electrical connections, probably located
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Figure 3-2. Landsat-2 Midday Solar
Array Current
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Table 3-2. Landsat-2 Major Power Subsystem Parameters
S
d	 , oRBIT	
aPwr. Mgm t. orbit No. 50 5100 10192 15211 17711 19451 19881 l,)°62
Batt	 1 Max 33.43 32.66 32.57 32.48 :13, 17 32. 74
2 Chge 33,40 .12,63 32,54 :12.46 33.23 :12.71 35 46 .15. HO
3 Volts 33.35 32.57 32.57 32.41 33.26 :12	 75 32.119 32. 92
4 33.45 32,08 32,59 32.51 33.28 35.46 32.51 :15.85
5 33,42 321, 65 32.06 32.56 33.33 :12. 01 32. 4s 32, 91
6 33,41 32,64 32,56 1•' F 32. H2 32 56 32, 90
7 33.45 32.68 32,50 :12.51 33, 28 3.S. H5 :32, 42 1''
8 .13,45 32,08 :12.09 32.50 3:1.27 F 32,60 ,12.0.1
Average 33.42 32.65 32.57 ;12.50 32.67 32. 80 :13. 41) 112, H9
Batt	 1 End-of-Night 29.32 29.06 28.98 28.55 28.98 2H. H0 F F
5 Volts 28,38 29,04 28, Uri 28.61 29,95 JIM, M7 258,95 5H, 95
3 29.32 29,07 28.89 24.64 28,98 2H, 89 28. H9 SH H9
4 29,34 20.00 28.91 28,57 20,00 58.91 '28.91 _'8.91
5 29.40 29.06 '18,17 28, 6:1 28.97 2H, 81) J. 	 H9 2H, 97
6 29.31 28,06 28.88 F 28.54 28.71) H. BH SH HH
7 29.34 29,08 20,00 28,65 29.00 58.01 :8.91 F
8 29.34 29.00 28.91 28. 57 29.00 F 18.91 -,S.91
Average 29,34 29,04 28,94 28.40 28,93 -IS, H8 28.91 SH.95
Batt	 1 Chge 12,76 21, 4:1 13, 74 1ri, 00 18.33 17. (11 1' F
2 Share 11,68 11,42 11,44 13,67 14,37 14,93 11. OH W. H6
3 (h,) 12.24 12,48 12.41 1:1,64 13.90 1:1.01) 15.71 15. H1
4 11.99 11,76 11.81 13.56 13.30 12.54 12.51 11, H:
5 12.84 13,24 12,95 14.48 12.41 12,49 13.	 11 17	 SG
6 13.35 14,32 15,14 F F 13. 90 1 1, 36 17.57
7 12.90 12.97 11.74 14.88 13.76 1:1. 9H IH, 61 F
8 12.24 11.38 10,77 13,78 12.99 F 1:1,41 15.7:)
Batt	 1 Lend 12,60 11,80 11,16 14,84 13.08 1'5.'51 F l
2 Share 12,70 13,34 14.14 15,41 16.01 18,77 18.33 1H. M6 
12.67 13.74 13.94 13.80 15,88 15, 27 15.27 16 90
4 12,44 12,48 13,00 13,80 15,05 14.55 14,45 15,21
5 12,34 12, 30 9,96 13.80 13.33 12 67 11.	 15 16, 87
6 12.70 11.56 15.27 F F 15. 97 11. 87 17	 111
7 12,47 12.70 11.33 14.46 13.00 1:1. ri(i 10,13 F
8 12,04 12,02 11,21 13.88 13.64 F 15.41 15.01
Batt	 I 'renip 21.46 21.94 22.71 21.78 22.74 23, •15 20. 25 20. (17
2 In 20.25 19.94 20.36 19, fib 20.34 19.58 19. 3:: M. '. 7
3 (OC) 18,60 17.86 17.52 17.22 16.96 17, 07 111, 92 0. 35
4 20.83 20.36 20.36 20.97 19, 79 20. 26 20,;IH 20, 16
5 24,98 27.27 30,49 34.34 22,37 251.31 27.67 28.47
6 24.26 27.28 27.69 30.39 21. 16 2.1, 87 25, 71 26, 72
7 24,71 26.32 27.01 29.26 23,79 251,65 29,518 25.65
8 23.63 24.41 24.55 25 06 22.66 22. 77 2, 1.	 IS -1-1.50
Average 22,34 23,17 23,83 25,90 21,23 22.36 5:1,00 22,95
SIC Reg Bus Pwr. (N) N 149,30 154.49 143,60 132.3 1118.67 135,7:1 155.50
Comp Load Pwr, (M N 24.80 6.64 0.00 0,00 0,00 0. 00 0,00
P/ L Reg Bus Pwr. N 9.8 9.59 9.110 9. 5 12, 25 9. 56 9. 3I
C/D Ratio 1.15 1, 11 1,24 1.461 1.36 1,2S 1. 15 1. 29
TowlChurge(A-M) 271,90 223.46 223,51 243,06 258,43 2:18.851 506.30 501,51(1
Total Discharge(A-M) 237,20 201.45 180,84 166,79 190.08 186.52 180.20 168,25
Solar Array (A-At) 1106 1003 939 821.90 829.3 872.3 8X9.4' 855.1'
S.A. Peak I (Amp) 16.05 14,43 13.25 11,99 12.24 12, 86 1:1. 78 12, :19
Midday Array I (Amp) N 13,72 12.86 11.92 11.61 12.00 11.	 I'l l 11)	 99'
Sun Angle (Deg)(y) N 8.35 10.70 14.80 2,35 5,00 6,98 9,71
Max R Pad Temp 0) N 63,20 i8.40 53,27 55.09 ,60, HO X62,00 -59.60
Min R Pad Temp ( C) N -35.00 -34.40 -.116.80 -37.40 -35,00 -:14, 40 -32. 60
Max L Pad Temp (oC) N 62.15 62,15 56,92 56,92 462.15 64.31 •112.15
Min L Pad Temp( oC) N -42.14 -39.43 1	 -38,86 -44.29 -42.8G -41,43 -3s. S6
y
N - Data Not Available
I	 F - Vnit Off
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'fable 3-3. Landsat-2 Dower Subsystem Analog 'Telemetry
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
LANDSAT-2
SECTION 4
ATTITI DE CONTROL SYS7 FNI (ACS)
Landsat 2's Attitude control System has performed normally since launch and has consistently maintainc,
correct spacecraft attitude,
In Order to conserve freon, Pitch Position bins is implemented - vin CONISTOR - In ever y spacecraft
night to minimize Pitch flywheel sired and thus prevent. Pitch gating.
To unload Roll Wheel nlon ►entum, 2 to :1 pneumatic momentary enables are included in the CONISTOR bin
schedule.
'fable 1-1 shows the Was sequences maintained during this report period.
Actunl freon consumption along with a plot of predicted freon consumption is shown in Figure •1-1.
Landsat 3's gating profile since launch is shown in Figure 4-2 while Figure 4-3 shows the Spacccrah's
cumulative gating history.
An orbit adjust (see Section 7) was conducted during Orbit 19246 (2 November 1978) with the ACS in the
Orbit Adjust mode and with pneumatics enabled. Spacecraft attitude %vas maintained without event.
RMP1 was exercised twice In tile back-up mode during this report period. The first occasion was in con-
junction with the orbit adjust maneuver. 'ncc second occasion was it prvenutionar y measure taken during
Orbits 20202 through 20'20 .1 (10 January 1979) while it false anomaly in 1011 1 '2 was being investigated.
Flywheel duty cycles remain low (3 to 8 percent) and dual scanner sun transient response is normal.
Both SADS are tracking the sun and their motor voltage and tachometer Signatures fire normal.
System's temperatures, Pressures, voltages and currents have all been normal as shown in Tele(nctt•.
Summary, 'fables 4-2, 4-:3 and 4-4.
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END GROUND TRACK DRIFT CON-
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TAMS , #-S. Y.andsat-! ACS Volta " AM Cuvnnta
runt ttJAM LWW
t ►ratl
19	 0100	 19191	 full	 I71II	 I1N14	 I"lit	 `4101
1001 NMr I MTN VOm Vi1C IF r r F r F F F
1o41 914r 1 MTNCNrrW Atop. r r r F Y F F I
1104 NMI, I OW* VOW Vm r r r F r F r F
tool NMI' J MTN VeltN V11C 10.40 J9, 02 29.0? 10.44 40.40 24, 00 40, 611 19, NU
1002 NMr2 MTNcwrrom Anipw 9,10 0 10 0.10 alit 0.111 .10 .16 .10
1000 PIMP 2 Nup* VOW V'1)C 14.04 23.60 JJ, 111 J4,41 14.00 21,10 13.00 23,30
1116 NAB AT MTN WMDllEI VOW VOC 4.47 4.47 4.00 4.43 4,17 4,10 4123 4.30
1440 NAP IT MTN WWPWI Vohs VOC 0100 4,14 4167 4.04 4,00 4.00 4. N3 4.16
IJJ7 NAD NT -16 VW Cow VOC 14,14 10. Is 10,10 11,10 I6. IJ 16, It 10.11 11.11
IJ41 HAP 1•T -16 VDC C"Y VDC 10: J4 (0.21 10.91 10.41 1040 16.20 11124 10.10
told vcol + 0 V.tw 11'MV 2.76 1,30 J.40 1.40 J. 40 4.40 ;1.40 J.40
1006 C I.M * 10 VOC TM V 100 J. 91 2,04 144 J. 04 2.00 J. 96 2.93
1007 C 11 rev0r Nuppiy VeNe TMV 1, 01 2.04 J.47 4,04 4.07 2.01 4.07 J. 07
Table 4-4. Landsst-Z ACS Attitude Errors End Driver Duty Cycles
Funs Noma 1'1110
Ormt
40 4101 10101 16411 17711 19130, 1Hot 50362
Intl 11I11th Flbe Crow 1IF,tl -015 .0.14 -O,NJ -0.10 -,11 -.67' -.77- -,71+
If" 't Pitch flywheel Npeed NI'M -IN. I1 *I11Y.01 3.39 5197 -146.-11 $6.07 00.96 51.41
Will 1'llch Mir thvrVVW KT 0.04 9.46 4,44 1.16 0.59 5121 4.10 9,40
10:10 1'tlth Mir Wvr C W PCT J. O4 1100 7.07 4.50 5.10 7,40 4.49 $, 44
10.10 hall Flee furor M,c; -0,11 -0.14 •0.11 -0,90 -. 14
-.17 -.14 -.17
10.7 Half lic.rFivith"I11 1'1) 011M 7,19, . 10 140,54 701.11 790.70 754.71 004,55 175.67 170,26
1010 11011 Fwd f1vubeel NPD RPM 70.1.01 775.61 147.44 741 07 746. ti 172,76 154,99 740.45
10.1 NollNrwrMtrilrvrCCW PCT 0107 0,d4 0.61 001 it .79 ,42 .20
itw, Hall itr6r Mir Prvr ON PCT 1. 64 4, .14 0109 0.07 6,14 6.46 6,1111 5.16
11113 flail Fwd Mir Vrt y CCW' WT 0.70 0.07 042 0,06 194 1100 ,14 .64
10.4 !toil fwd 6hr I)rvr C W PCT 6.40 4.01 4.:14 1.20 1,44 4.52 3,87 5.50
1615 Il	 vaw Tilt it 11111M •96.7;1 -30,14 •101.04 -:14.10
-150.66 -64.12 •77.66
-04.31
10.13 TNw Mir 17rvr CW PCT 1.00 2.01 1.01 1.61 0.92 2.63 2100 1.71
10.14 Yaw Mir llrvrCCW PCT 1.10 1190 :1149 1.60 1.40 2.00 1,15 1.N?I
I", I RAO flight Tech DIM 31 :11 :1.30 u 31 3.44 7,16 3.25 0136 ;1.57
"it NAllIth TNrh I1 M 3.44 'L b6 1.40 3,66 3161 3.47 3.47 7.47










Tito Command Clock Subsystem operated nominally in this report period.
GMT was retarded 1 second on 31 December 1978 at 23:59:00. Subsequently, during Orbit 20070 on 1 Jan-
uary 1979, the spacecraft clock was set back 2 seconds.
Figure 5-1 shows the history of the SIC clock drift since launch. Figure 5-2 shows the cumulative clock
drift, 22. 931 seconds faster in 48 months= and Figure 5-3 gives drift rate of the S/C clock. The clock of
Landsat-2 drifts in the same direction as Landsat-3.
While loading SCAM during Orbit 201e3 on 9 January i979, using VliF uplink over Alaska, the VIIF re-
ceiver output was briofly abnormal. A section of SCAM then failed to load, and the Primary Comstor went
out of the activate mode and assumed an indeterminate state. The ECAM and Comstor were reloaded and
operations are normal again. rho anomaly is being studied.
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SECTION 6
TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (TLM)
The TLA1 has operated nominally in this report period.
'fable 6-1 shows typical telemetry values since launch, All are nominal. functions 136 .1 (Thermal Shield 5
Temperature), •1002 (M11'[CA hoard 2 Temperature) and 13200 (APU 34 Volt Input) were defective before
launch but verification of these functions is acceptable by adjacent temperature and downstream voltage
measurements respectively.
The memory section of the telemetry matrix remains in tho 0, 0 mode.
Table 6-1, Landsat-2 TMP Telemetry Values
I''»nC Name Units
Orbit
35 5091 10192 15211 17710 19430 111851 202!12
vDc 4.45 4,45 4.45 -1.45 4.46 •1.45 4, 45 4.459001 Mcniory Stxjuencer A Converter
D0o2 ple11101-y s(nuencer 11 Converter vlx• F F I, r F r I., r
9003 plta»orN stxlucncer 'Temp DGIC 20. 00 21.:17 21.3-1 21, 87 20.51 21, 10 21.45 21. 8S
9004 Formatter A Converter VDC 4. 52 4. 52 4, 52 4, 51 1 -1.50 4. 51 4,52 •1, 52
9005 Formatter It Converter VIX r F F F' F r F I'
:1006 pig. Rlux A Converter vDc 4. 22 4. 22 4, 32 •1, 2..1 •1.21 •1.21 •1. 22 4, 22
0007 pig.	 plus 11 Converter VDC r F 1. r !' F 1' F
DUOS Formatter Dig Nlux Twnp IOC Sri, 00 27. 80 29. 75 32. 56 2:1, 111 26, 05 28. 81 :10. 00
900:1 Analog Nim A Converter vDC 4, 02 4, 05 1, 05 4, 05 4, 06 4, O5 4.05 4. 06
!1010 Analog p lux 11 Converter VDC I., F r r I' F r I:
0011 A D Converter A Voltage \'DC •1, 02 4, 03 -1. 04 1. 05 1, 03 4. 03 4. 0:1 •1. 03
9012 A 1) Convertor It Voltage VDc F F r F F F r lr
,1oI:1 Analog p lux, A D C'onv. 'Temp DGC 25. 00 27,33 27.4-1 29,72 2 .1, 91 26 68 27,51 2?. 52
901 1 Prorcgulator A Voltngc VDc •1, 00 •1.00 -1.00 1.00 •1. 00 4, 110 4.00 4.00
9015 Ihercgirlalor it Voltage VDC 1' F I' I., F F r F
9016 Reprogrtunmer 'Temp Ix1C' 32. 50 2 .1, 74 25.47 58.:18 21, 8.1 22 50 25. 02 34.96
9017 plcmorl A Converter VDC 1.45 4.45 •1.45 4, 45 4, 45 •1.45 4.45 •1. 46
9015 plemor} A Temp Dt7C 17. 50 17, 17 17. 16 16.66 15, :10 15. 00 15. 58 10, S5
:1111:1 picmory 11 Converter V1X' F F F r r 1' F G
90^„0 Mullion It '1'c111p Ix:C 17, 50 17.41 17. 50 17, 52 16, 86 17,:17 17.39 17	 50
9 W Itctleetod Power (111111 18. 29 14. 18 1 .1. 5:1 15	 S •1 13, 80 14, 07 14, 17 14, :19
9101 Nnitr A-20 VIx' VDC 3, SO 3, 97 3, 9S :1, 98 3. 97 3, 117 :1.117 :1, 97
90)2 Xr» tr i+-2o vlx' VDC F F r' F r r r r
9103 XmU• .1 'Temp MW 37, 73 !.1 6,40 30, 37 26,69 21. 56 :13, :Sri 26. 01) 29. 08
9101 X111 t • 11 Temp IxIC N 27. 7 . 1 :11, 74 :17, 80 22. 69 24.56 37.50 :ill.	 4.1
9105 Xmir A Power Output dllnl 27. 7:1 211, 69 26, 41 26, 511 26.30 26,34 26 :17 26.41
9106 X1111'. It Power Output (111m r F F F F F r F
1' .. Data Not Available.









An orbit adjust was performed during Orbit 19246 (2 November 1978) to correct the spacecraft's eastward
j	 ground track drift, The ACS was commanded into the Orbit Adjust mode with pneumatics disabled and the
f	 OA system performed normally.
The minus X thruster was fired for 20. 0 seconds and the spacecraft's altitude was increased by 55, 0 motors.
Bum efficiency was calculated at 93. 9%.
Figures 7-1, 7 -2, 7 -3 and 7-4 show the OA and ACS system's performance during the burn maneuver.
Table 7-1 summarizes all of the OAS system's operations since launch.
Table 7 -2 shows typical telemetry values for the OAS during its quiescent periods. Variations in thrust
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SECTION 8
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
LANDSAT-2
SECTION 8
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
The spacecraft was corrected for unbalanced magnetic moments in Orbits 293 and 321 as reported earlier,
These adjustments were made on the pitch magnetic rod of the MMCA.
No adjustment to the MMCA dipoles was made during this report period.
Orbital averages of MMCA telemetry functions for selected orbits are given in Table 8-1.
'fable 8-1, Landsat-2 MMCA Telemetry Values
Function Name Unite
orbit
50 5102 10101 15211 17711 10430 198s1 20252
4001 A I Board 'Temp oC 20, 50 19.47 11),	 I:I 18.81-1 18.6o M 29	 18.68 18, 90
4002 A2 Board Temp 0 U D D 1) 1) 1)	 1) 1)
4003 IIa11 Current TbiV 3,40 3,40 :1,.10 3. 40 ;1,	 to :1,40	 :1.40 3. N1
4004 Yaw Flue Density TMV 3, 05 3, 07 :1.07 ;1, 07 3, 07 1	 07	 3. 07 .1. 07
,1005 Pilch Fltue Density 't'MV 3.15 2.90 2,90 2. 00 _. 4o 21	 2 00 _. On
4000 Roll Floc Density rmv 2.99 3.07 2,97 2.07 2, 90 2. 07	 !17 !, 07










UNIFIED S-BAND/PREMODULATION PROCESSOR (USB/PMP)
Tito USB Subsystem has operated nominally in this report period.
Table 9-1 shows telemetry values since launch, All are nominal. The transmitter has maintainee it
steady indicated power output of greater than 1. 3 watts since launch.
IISB transmitted Signal levels measured tit Goldstone with the spacecraft successively at the same points in
spare show continuous satisfactory USB performance.




 15211 17712 194:10 19881 20251
11001 USB Revr AGC dBm -112,72 -124,29 -124.85 -126.13 - 123,80 -122,28 -131. 50 -131.50
11002 USB Xmtr Pwr W 1.36 1,38 1.39 1.39 -	 1.35 -	 1. 36 1.36 1.30
11003 USB Revr Error kilt -	 2.15 -	 2.97 -	 3,43 -	 4.98 -	 2,55 -	 4, 68 -	 4, 22 -	 4	 :15
11004 USB Xpond Tamp DGC 2G, 88 27,49 29.06 33.03 24,57 26,30 37. 34 28. 50
11005 USB Xpond Press PSI 17.08 16,40 15,96 16,03 1G, 20 14.97 15,06 115.00
11007 118B Xmtr A -15V VDC 2.36 F F F F F 1' F
11008 USB Xmtr B -15V VDC F 2,42 2.39 2.36 2,43 2. 40 2.40 2.43
11009 USB Range -15V VDC 2.07 2.06 2.06 2.06 2,05 2. 05 2.05 2,05
11101 PMP Pwr A Volt VDC -	 15.10 F F F F F I' F
11102 PMP Pwr B Volt VDC F -	 14.99 -	 14.99 -	 14.96 -	 16.00 -	 14,94 -	 1-1.99 -	 1.1.99
11103 PMP Tamp A DGC 37.30 34,67 37.49 43.12 28,79 :11, 35 34,34 36.56
11104 PMP Tamp B DGC 28,34 36.08 38.64 44.11 30.30 33, 08 :115	 52 :M64
F = fait Off
SECTION 10




E'LEC'TRICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (EIS)
The Auxiliary Processing Unit (APU) consisting of Search Truck Data, Time Code Data, and Back-up
Timers operated satisfactorily throughout this report period. 'Telemetry for the A13U is shown in 'fable
10-1, rind is nominal.
Table 10-1. Utudsat-2 APU 'Telemetry Functions
Function Description Unit
Orbit


































1) - Defective 'Telemetry (Prelaunch)
The Power Switching Module (PSM) containing the switching relays for power to the OAS, A1SS, %V11PA-1,
WBPA-2, %VUVTR-1, WBV'TR-2, RBV and PRM, functioned normally. During this report period, the A1SS,
%Vl3PA-2 and WBVTR-2 power circuits, have been operated oil regular basis. RBV and BPA-1 power
circuits have bi, en us.-d for limited operation.








Landsat- 2 1 s Thermal Control Subsystem has provided satisfactory temperature control for all of the space-
craft oquipnumt since launch.
Table 11-1 summarizes average subsystem temperature telemetry values taken from representative orbits
that occurred over the 48 months of Lundsat-2 1 s existence.
Average temperatures in the sensory ring buys are plotted in Figure 11-1.
During this report period, the sun intensity increased from 1. 010 to 1. 0;12 times the mean value. Inercusc
k	 in the sun angle to the spacecraft decreased night length. Consequently, the average spacecraft tempera-





A history of compensation loud switching since launch is shown in Table 11-2. All compensation loads re-
mained off In this report period.
LS	 11-1
11-"2
Table 11- 1, 'Thermal Subsystem Analog Telemetry






Unit j 1 ti uJ 10107 1011 ItIII I)1 -di until :++:`%:
tuUl TIIM '1'Ifol Nfl UG(' 111.40 10.07 10, 911 10, ON le, 27 10	 17 IN 65 10 ON
7009 'TIIM 71102 8110) DGC' I7. In 17.47 11,6", 17, 96 1T. IS In w I to rW 17	 10
7003 TIIMT1103K1I UGC Is, 7a Is. 50 1N. r,", In, 113 IT 54 16	 111 17	 It 17
	 6.
7004 THM THIO TCD UGC ID. AN 1u, 34 111, fit :1,20 le.u6 IN	 19 11I	 I: 1'1	 1':
700!i TIIM T1104 STI DOC 17. 17 In T6 11, 37 M.70 16 35 14	 't0 1-,	 7	 I 11,	 01.
Town Mill 11105 SITU WC 17, 4: 16.611 10, 05 D., ;IN le. J6 In	 41, 16 011 I6	 "N
7007 0A-X Thruster DGC' 10,06 19.65 10.44 I!t. 711 19.5O 19	 11 10 -,0 1.,
7000 TIIM TII00 8TG UGC 14. TO 1.	 to 1:1.'.7 1:1	 :14 Id	 it 1: :W If	 11 11	 to,
7000 TIIM THOO Fill IXiC I0. IN IN.41 IN, In 17	 01 17.37 16 6" 17	 16 17	 1t,
7010 '171M T1107 ST  IXW IN ON 17,44 17. If 17, 10 16,44 Ili	 Off 111 711 16	 NJ
7011 TIIM TH06 BTU DGC le, 34 19.21 10 00 16, U: 10, 21 1 N	 1,!1
7012 TIIM THOU 6DI UGC 71.44 20,0:, 211.114 111,4N 711, 16 :u	 R+ :0 111 :0 N4
1013 TIIFI TWO Siff UGC Ia. 5N 18, VI IN.	 >9 111, I2 17, NT 17 N7 1•	 1': IN	 4'1
7014 TIIM Tit 1'. S'll DGC J1, 115 JI,Of 27.7, J4	 ,N 20.OU 26 07 '1 6N
7u15 'THAI TDI7 S W m 23. 03 J4, ON 26, on 20, 511 22, OJ j  I0
TWO TIIM 11113 STI
I
IX1C 22.21 J:1, 6: J5. 7:1 29.30 20, JG 'I	 al :1	 1.' .'1	 ..,
71117 IIIIN 	heam('lr l.n mC 211, 3s Lt. 92 J0, 16 21, J , 16 , 41 IN TO 1 1,	 511 111	 NN
7016 1NAI Tit 14 8T UGC 94,12 211,4:1 29.64 '1	 (11 21,41 2t	 41 :6	 11 '•	 1.
7010 NIIII Had GutW IN WC 2.72 2.94 2,411 :, 65 1.71) 1	 64 ,:	 11 t++
7020 1Hill Tills All DOC 4:1, 07 25, 50 27.117 31, OJ 20.21 1195 :17 N,:
7021 ' 1 IIM TIM STI MC 23. 16 1", 41 .;. N7 :9.22 11.(i8 1J A 711
7122 "1 Hill	 IHIT Sill MC 21	 77 2:1.71 tt. 7.1 -,. UT JO, 4N :1116 J1.'A
7023 111 hi 'I II IN SM) D(A .11, 111 23.36 23.611 .J7 21 ON .1	 1 .. 1	 ON .'	 I	 ,'
7080 '1llm TIO3 DY If WC I5, S(. 1`,,14 15.	 I) I•,us I5. 10 1^' ! )1 11	 , /l7
7033 TB NI	 11112 11\ It UGC 2:1. 0% 21,	 ,11 J7	 It 31,	 IN 2J, 37 19 ,'I	 N6 11,	 .l
7095 TIIM I 111 11% 11 Buc 111,	 r1:1 20,311 211, JO 21.03 IN, IN 1'1 1 11 19 7: .n	 111
704U TIIM FHOI '1('11 UGC 19 ,W 111.72 lit, 96 I.I .W. 18. 72 I N	 I6 IN	 71 1'1	 X17
7041 THM'1'UU2 TCD UGC 17,;; 17.30 17,12 16,94 16.95 10.11 11,	 r, la	 •1.
7043 THNI TBO3 TCD m(' 16. 45 16.A., In, 04 M ON 17, 20 11	 N, 1:,. 61 :6 a0
7043 '1HNI'I-HIM wn me 19.1)11 IN,;1A IN, 16 10, 16 19, in IN	 17 1•	 1. i Vl	 '1_
7044 171M 1'-106 TCD IM 16. 4J 1;.75 15.44 15.17 11,96 11	 1 7 11	 ' I I IS	 t,
7045 THNI TH07TCU DGC 17,76 17,!14 17,01 I6. Ill 10.7:1 16:, It,	 N 11,	 16
7046 TIIM' HO9 TCI DG(' I!1,30 IN, NI IN, N2 I11,31 I6, 2S IN 26 IN NN iN	 N1
704N TIIM 11111 '1C D DG(' Ja. 27 23, 1 I J•L 110 2T, 116 22, 12 :	 71. _ .	 NJ - I	 rd,
7049 TIIM Tit 12 TCD UGC J:), 114 2:i, Ili 2G, 13 :!0, 59 21.117 _	 In .'4	 I6
7060 TIIM THM I( If 1%C 2, All LI 47 27.61 :11, oil 20, 52 z aN 1	 IO :6	 .d!
7061 THAI T1114'CII DGC 2,.117 27, 69 31,17 3(,,	 N 22, In :4	 11 -',! :9	 II
7002 TIIM TH 16 TCD UGC -.1 . 22 11.20 5, 61 JU. 1 N 21. 2;1 :1	 9fi ..	 , '4	 41
7063 1'1iM THI7 TC H Wit' 23.	 ,2 24. N6 2;.00 J6, 4:1 21.45 .1	 If .i I	 6: ' I	 'I l
7054 'TIIM THIS TCD D(iC 2,1.111 J,,,96 :'1.	 I1 .11,	 17 20,77 Jw 66 1!1 11	 1.'.
7060 TIIM Shutter By 1 1) 1. ._. 0 26, 6:, J7. a6 21, 113 I6, 56 I I	 'I. I	 ,	 7 IN
7061 TIIM Shutter Dy 2 BIG 19.31 2i. U; 17, Ill, 11. 7.1 13. llli !I	 111 I l	 ' 1:	 :•
7002 TIIM Shutter By 3 111,1 J,7; I1.'.rl JN,01 19.01 21.1; 011 1	 N. !,	 l.^
7063 TIIM Shutter by 4 DEG J6, N'1 J:1, 0,a ..2,911 27,:+7 311,4) 6	 7'1 2.	 N Al nn
7064 THM Shinier fly 6 DEG 7.	 ,11 2.90 :, 42 1,19 n, SN "N
7665 TIIM Shutter By 7 DVG 17,116 11,	 11 s'44 6, N(1 1., N9 ",	 11 .	 .
7067 TItM Shutter III 0 Uf:G 3:1,73 ;11.12 a.1, 711 :0,.71 :10.7:1 i1	 611 ,:	 ',19 11	 511
T068 'I'll Al Shutter By 	 10 DEG 37, 46 ,17.1111 111. 69 IN. 39 2:1.:;2 1.'	 0 1.1 In	 1., IN	 17
7069 'TIIM Shutter By I1 DM' .. , 17.	 ,1, _.!, N 1 16, :12 0	 1 .1 14	 N6 .'4. .."	 06
7070 TIIM Shutter by 12 DEG 61 :18 67	 16 46. 10 U. 62 411, s:, ;N	 I6 711	 1 ., 71,	 16
7071 TIIM Shutter Dy 13 DEG 6:1,611 '1,	 If •.	 IN!, 41. N! 1 If,	 19 ',.	 67 11t .11111
7072 TIIM Shutter fly 14 DEG :III, 11 71.11 7.1, 0,1 71.611 a6 N2 1 .	 'm 67	 ' 10	 11
7073 THNI Shutter By 13 111',(1 67,79 N.1. 12 N3, N7 .:1.!16 ;1.213 6,	 l,1 .0	 111
7074 TIIM Shutter By 16 DLL I"J0 61,	 1:+ 64.30 76	 11.1 1;1. 12 14	 .1 6N	 IL 01	 6.f
707; TIIM Shutter By 17 DEG '17. NN 67, 62 1,N. 67 7, 1:1 "1.1% 19 ._ tr'	 I  W, 71
7076 1'NAl Shutter by IN UEG ill, 111 45, 41 47.49 J"	 C, 45. 42 it	 26 17	 17 In 01
7080 TBAt (11 T 7.onor V VDC 4, NS 1	 41 4. h, 1, NS I. N5 4	 N:1 1	 All t	 .6
7081 'TIIM (12 '1' Loner 1' YDC 1, 911 4,111, L 06 1.'111 4.99 4. !m i	 'I" t	 90
7082 TIIM (13 'f 'l,erer V YDC S, 9., 1	 9 . ',, 0.i 5, "I :,.118 5	 11 5	 1 1 5	 0I
7063 TIIM (11 S Zener \ \'DC 1.97 1.916 1.44. 1	 7 1, 95 1	 9; 1 95 1	 95
7094 TIIM y2 8 Zoner 1 VDC 1, 9N I	 '.,!1 4.'IN t, 110 1, 911 4	 9^, 1	 9N I	 !,w
7085 TIIM 113 S Zener Y VDC 1, 15 ,,	 15 1 ,.	 1:' ;,	 15 5	 l5 :,	 15 !,	 I„
7090 1HAf [ISM Mount UGC 2'I. .11,71 JL2N ,.2. 7'r IN.'I3 i9	 4 w .'1)	 SG '1	 I 
7091 TIIM Ind Attitude DOC 17.7'+ 17. J f 16, 6'. I6, 9N 16. ('0 1'	 ^N 16	 19 16	 5•
70112 'Tll Al IIBV Ialllator UGC. 10. 01 16, JJ 16, 71 I N, 96 14. 94 16	 l w 16	 11 l6 711
709:1 THNI HBVC Ctr llm UGC J1),71 19,31 10,11 20. fA 17,5:1 17 95 I.	 • 1!1	 "1
7094 TIIM WUVTli loot DUC 13.77 15,71 13,911 14. if I I!	 HM 11	 9N 1!	 1'. I	 .	 7
7090 THAI k%B	 Tit Dad Ct DCV :1,114 4, f; 1.:Ill 3, 315 1 11: I	 w0 1	 16
70967 TIIM W IM7it Strap DGC 15, 90 17, 6:1 15, 29 15, 98 13.46 13	 I9 14	 0. I:,	 I)1
7097 THNI WD Ml Day I DGC 2 2,91 -2,49 16.17 It,, 44 I5,77 If,	 01 16	 -7 17	 N7
7094 Tit Al WD Mat Bay DGC '.12,117 it" 1 . 1 16,:11 1G,50 1;,32 15114 16.6 1N Jb
7090 Tit At WDVT It Sup 3 DOC IN,u3 IN, 12 17,79 17.3. 1ti, r,0 15	 C. 11 16	 I9 16	 92
7100 TIIM N'BVT11 Set, 17 DOC 21. 83 23, 51 22, ON .14, N6 111199 .10.:!1 .1 	511 .'w	 i•
7101 TIM 11'ItVT'It 1 Cent MC 22,45 23,70 211,;13 2u,!tl 18,44 IN ik I9	 1. 19	 9;
7102 TIM \\'DVT1t2 Day DGC 17.31 17,29 I7.u4 10,92 15, NO 16.11 16 00 16	 11
7103 TIME WHMI 2 Day IS DOC 21.77 2:1, NT 1:1. ",0 26, 217 10.95 1!,	 it  ..	 _ J.I	 ON
7104 THM \4'92'1'It2 Ctr DOC J0, 74 22.34 19,114 21.11 17,28 i7'1. 1!1	 ON Ill. N6
7105 TIM NISTD It Sop 6 DGC p7. 92 17. Nr, 17, 29 17, 6.7 11. % 15 65 le	 ,5 17	 1	 1
7106 TIIM NflT ft D Sep 1 DQC 22, 11 23 115 24.9: 2N, l0, 111. 55 :,I. 11 ,:	 N!, :1	 _
7107 TIIM N(1f 11 Dm Ctr DGC 20,112 21.21 20. .9 21.119 17, N0 19	 )1 19 55 Pl	 .'6
7108 THM Ai.SS Altwnl 14 7x10' 20, 59 2, 46 23. 8:1 %, 911 1 M. •10 1!,.	 u, : l 76 ,,.	 91
7109 TIIM OA - Y Thruster DOC 25,114 27. ;1 29, 91 3Q 27 .11	 T9 I.	 t N.: :a 6 :N	 IS
7110 TIM Nm WDYTD Dm DGC 16, T ; IN. 21 16, 44 17, 55 14, N6 14 111 16 116 16.	 i7
7111 TIIM CIA +X Thruster DGC 2w, 33 29,43 17,-,-1 17. NI 16. 67 17	 11 1"	 9 N 1N. •:
7130 TIM Aux I'l T DGC :14. 18 29, 67 12,111 8, 47 9.0 11	 ^, 10 N7 1 1, M4
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Figure 11-1. Landsat-2 Sensory Ring Average Bay Temperatures - Orbit 20252, 13 January 1979
'Pablo 11-2, Landsat-2 Compensation Load History
Compensation L.osd Status*
Orbits 1 2 3 4 5	 1 6 7 0
Launch 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0
2 x x x x x 0 x x
237 x X X x x 0 0 0
272 > x X x x 0 x x
306 A x 0 x x 0 0 0
672 x x 0 x x 0 0 x
1367 x X x x x U 0 x
1645 X X 0 x x 0 x
1657 x x x x x 0 0 x
4203 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0
4372 0 0 X X 0 0 0 X
6735 0 x x 0 0 X 0 0
6312 x X 0 0 x 0 0 0
0753 x X 0 0 0 0 0 0
14727 0 1	 0 1	 0 1	 U 1	 0 0 0 1	 0






NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBR)
LANDBAT-2
SECTION 12
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBR)
During Orbit 20267 on 15 January 1979, while Alaska and Goldstone were recording a playback of NBR-A, the
ground stations suddenly were unable to synchronize on the data. They hao satisfactorily recorded the data
for 35 seconds of its scheduled 4.8 minutes. Attempts to play back data in the next orbit were similarly un-
successful. Motor current (Function 10001 was about 35% above normal.) The recorder has not been oper-
ute;il since Orbit 20268 on 16 January 1979. Study of the anomaly is continuing. The recorder has had 18320
fours of ON-time.
NBR .-B has operated satisfactorily. Its ON time has hnen correlated with payload activity to conserve use.
Both Recorders had alternated in Record and Playback modes with a nominal one minute overlap.
Table 12-1 gives cumulative operating hours for both Recorders by mode, and Table 12-2 gives typical tele-
metry values.
Table 12-1. NBR Operating Hours by Mode
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The 11'11'1'8 has operated nominally in this report period.
'('able 13-1 shows typical l.elemetry values, All 'tire nominal.
%\'PA transmitted signal levels, measured at Goldstone with the spacecraft successiv ely at the same points in
space, show continuous satisfactory WPA performance.
Table 13-1. 'Typical Wideband Subsystem 'Telemetry
Orbit
I tim	 Nume	 Units	 •17	 51191
	 10641
	 I1i2I It
	 17700	 14075	 14881	 202-15
12001
	 I'emp '1'11'• 1' Coll.
	
M; C	 34. ;is	 F	 1"
	 12	 F	 :1.1, 12
	 33, 75
	 33. 13
13101	 :1o,(10	 ;12. l0
	 34. or)	 30, oo	 211, 25	 28, 75	 28, 75	 29, 37
1.200:	 C'ur	 Ilclls
	 mA	 4. 30	 F	 F	 3. 40
	 F	 4, 03	 3.95	 3, 40
I'lo2	 -1,41
	 t, ;ill	 -1.ti1	 1, 7(1	 •1.•it;	 •1. 8b	 •1„ 10	 4,SS
13003	 cur.	 C lath.	 mA	 4(1. 04
	 F	 F	 '14. 93	 F	 44, 43	 1.1. 93114 .1.	 ;l
13103	 •1ti. -12	 46, 00	 -1-1.07
	
44, 62	 -1(). 1 . 1
	-15,71)	 •15, 711	 45, 511
12004	 Fwd.	 PN%r.	 (111111
	
•12, 93	 F	 F	 -12,S7
	 F	 -12,82	 .12.S2
	 42, H3
12101	 0, 81	 I;i, 61	 N. 51
	 43. 01	 •1:1, 36	 43, 73	 • :1, 70	 -13. 70
1200,E	 I1c11,	 I'CC r,	 ditl11	 211. ;ill	 F	 F	 25. . 14
	 F	 25.4-1
	 35, li	 3'5(i	 , •I.112 10.)	
.17.5o	 :17, 08	 111. 90	 :17. 17	 311. 02	 :17, •1-1	 ;17.4.1
	 37. 4.1
1'2.1 2 ', i
	 Mod.	 A	 Loop tit t'ess	 117
	
2. 1 . 1	 F	 1. tit)	 1. 77	 0, 75	 l , 64	 1 , 64	 1 , 6--
12325	 Mod,	 11 Loop titre' s	 117
	 1.51	 -	 0, 22	 0, 38
	 -	 0• (iii
	





	 116(2	 18, 51	 17,97	 17.41
	 10, 00	 IS. -III
	 w. (it)	 15. (M
	 17.:11
132:12
	 f-10 \'UC i'l('r silly
	 TAI\'




12.'3 . 1	 1:, \'lu'	 Pwr sply	 '1'AIV
	 4, 2T
	 3,014	 3.99	 •1, to	 •1. 14	 .1,07	 4, to	 •I, 10i
12,236	 t :i \'1)C	 P\% I. "ply	 TAI\'	 :1. 57
	
:1')1
	 ;1, 50	 3, 55	 :1. 5:1	 1.55
1'2'2;1
	
8 \ • 1)C'	 Pm I , sply	 '1'AIV	 .1.2o
	 , o7
	 •1.02	 4.08	 •1. 11
	 •1, to	 •1, 10	 •1.07








	 6. 02	 5.85	 5, 48	 5.65
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ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The AMS is a passive radiometric balance sensor which operatos in the 14-16 micron IR band, AMS tele-
metry Values are shown in Table 14-1.
The AMS was launched in the OFF mode (CMD 774), turned ON during Orbit 6, and has been performing
normally since then.
Table 14-1. Landsat-2 AMS Temperature Telemetry
Func Name Units
Orbit Number






























N'IDFBAND VBDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
WBVTa-I has not been in use riince Orbit 10240 on 26 January 1077 because of failures of two of its liecerd/
Playback heads (head 1, Orbit 2683, 3 August 1075; head 3, Orbit 10064 on 13 January 1077).
Twice in 1075, for an undetermined reason, WBVTR-2 stopped Rewind prematurely; once during Orbit 1913
on () June and again during Orbit 3854 on 26 October. This abnormality has not occurred since.
On 21 December 1076, during Orbit 0738, a playback of MSS data from W11MI- 2 of Landsat - 2 was unusable
due to high bit error counts. This anomaly has been experienced many times since then. The condition exists
due to a tape overspeed of approximately 27 1/a, caused by the servo voltage Input being zero during the time
of the anomaly. A simple operational procedure (Switch from Playback to Record to Playback) restores
norms! operation.
'fable 15-1 gives typical non-modal telemetry values for WBVTR-1 and WBVTR-2. Tables 15-2 and 15•;1
snow the modal telemetry values for Record, Playback, Rewind, and Standby operational modes.
Figure 15-1 shows tape usage for WBVTR-2.
Table 15-1. Telemetry Values for WBVTR-1 and 2
Func Name Units
Orbits
45/40 4870 11871 17715 19430 19712 30251
13022 Tape Unit Pros PSI 10.52 10.39 10,12 15.99 1 15.80 15.92 15.'99
13023 'Pape Unit Temp DGC 20.74 20.12 10.09 10.30 10.09 10.09 18.12
13024 Elec U. Tamp DGC 25.00 21.08 13.85 13.40 14.24 14.23 14.98
13032 Limiter Volt VPP 1.48 1.41 F F F F I
13034 +5.0 VDC Conv VDC 5,70 5, ^;9 F F F I•' F
13122 Tape Unit Press PSI 16.12 15.33 14.54 13.35 13.22 13.22 13.10
13123 Tape Unit Tamp DGC 21.50 23.08 19.92 17.40 17.40 17.84 21.70
13124 Elect. U. Temp DGC 23.50 22.72 Iri,63 10.92 17.04 18.07 22.25
13132 Limiter Volt VPP 1.30 1.28 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.33 1.34
13134	 1 +5.0 VDC Conv VDC 1	 5.71 5.85 1	 5.00 5.80 0.07 5.00 5.64
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RETURN BLAM VWICON (1111ti)
HBV was on for quarterly engineering test during this report period. 'telemetry data was normal.
ki	 HBV scenes are tranemitttd to Canada, Brazil, Iran and Japan as woll as to U. S. stations.
'fable t0-1 gives typical telemetry values for the RBV Subs ystem. 'fables 16¢2, 16-3 and 10-1 gives tolemetry
values for Prepare, Read and Hold motion for the three it13V cameras.
'fable 16-1. RBV Telemetry Values
1•u))c Name V1151,41
Orbits
64 5662 10157 15228 177:19 11)075 19712
MW 19.65 20.41 20, 15 21.57 I M. 2h 1 M, M3 19, 3911001 ('('C Board Temp.
14002 ('CC pwr. Sup. 'Temp n(IC 20.52 20.80 20.17 22.79 16.8:1 191 94 20,	 iii
140113 15 VnC Sup. rmv 3.92 <`,00 :1.64 3.77 3,92 :1.95 :1.9.1
140011 l,)V, -5.25 VM , Sup. TAI' (	 2.92 3.13 3.03 2, 9:1 :1. Ob 3.07 :1, 07
14100 l N 0.70 1.95 1. 18 I, 15 0,73 I	 ,	 I')
11200 
1	
+ VIU Output V `CAN 1,01 1.26 0,81 1,IN 0.67 1,70 1.	 1(1
11300 )) 1.03 1.31 1.10 1.17 0.70 1, (,)0 ',	 17
1410:1 :;	 45 a. 82 3.70 3.85 3,80 3, 9;) 3. H0
I 1202
	
• Comb. Align Cur. TA1V 3.91 3.68 3.92 3.91 3,97 3, M7 3, 97
11:102 ))) 3.90 3.83 3.751 :1.74 :1.85 3. H.)5 3,	 r71
1 .1103 24 24 26.51 23.00 29.•1,,3 22.70 23. 2() 26, 02
14;20:1 Iaec 'I ca mp. I)CC 19. 84 22.05 20, 11 19. MO 11),26 IM. IM %1, 611
1 . 1:103 23.05 20.42 23.4'2 35.07 2'2.60 23.70 2'9,'2.1
1 ,110-1 44 26. 78 23. 15 28.66 21,70 22.26 211. 13
1.1204	 (	 • IN Pwr Sup T. M;C 18.14 20.61 18.90 18.07 17, 18 16.62 21, 05
11304 7 25.36 20.17 2-1.00 35.25 23.26 23.26 29,:11
i I10:)	 t 4.00 3. 96 3,14 3. H4 4,00 3.97 4.00
1 1'205	 l I)erl.	 1)wr. Sup. *10 TA1ti' :1.97 3.94 3. N'2 3. N1 :1.95 3. 07 3, 97
14305 VI)(' 1.00 :1. 96 3.06 4.00 -1,00 4.00 1. m;
1 .1106	 l 3.67 3.63 3.26 :1, 54 3, 07 .1.67 :1, 67
14206 }	 • 1., V, P. S. +6V, -(f.3 7 M 3.65 3.62 3.34 3.50 3, (i5 3.65 :1, (j5
11300 )) VU(' 3.70 3.6M 3.42 3.72 3.70 3.70 :1, 70
11107 2.61 2. (,)1 2.60 2.511 2,77 2.67 2, (,)3
11207	 + Ther.	 F:lev. Cur. TMV 2.49 2.51 2,44 2.40 2,60 2. 55 2, 55
11307 2.57 2.57 2.71 2.44 2, 72 2. 57 2, 67
14108 1 2.43 2.50 2.46 2.44 2.55 2.55 2.55
1420M t	 + Viol.	 F'il.	 Cur. TNIV 2.40 2.36 2.39 2,30 2.40 2.40 2,43
1430M )) 111.58 2.54 2.59 2.47 2.60 2,00 2,57
11110 2.98 2.96 2.98 2.08 2.97 2. 97 2.97
14210	 • V iol . TKt.	 Volt TAI' 2. H6 2.96 2.60 2, MM 3.00 3.00 :i.	 1()
14310 2.63 2.58 2.37 5'. 52 2.62 2. 62 2.67
141 1:1	 1 2.92 2.81 2.98 2.79 3.35 2.90 2, 9O
1121'3•1Ll Vert Def V 'TMV 3.15 3.05 3.16 3. 12 3. 10 3. 12 3, 12
1 .1313 3.59 3.44 3.04 3.47 4,00 4.611 3, 5914114 19.87 19.21 19.85 19.82 21.99 22. 55 21,99
1.1214
	
+ Vid FYT DC1(' 20.55 19.80 20.46 20.24 20,54 21.06 21,00
14314 20.65 20.56 20.38 21.57 22.40 22.86 22.86
14115 l 21.04 21.31 21,02 21,41 17.07 17,62 18,1814215 j	 " F -.	 C'all T D 20.67 21.26 19.17 21.06 17.62 17.62 18, 1814316) 22.25 22,89 20,61 24.14 18,62 19,18 20,28
- 141X.X Refers to Camera 1
142XX Refers to Camera 2
143XX Refers to Camera 3
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MULTISPUCTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM (MSS)
r
The MSS Subsystem has operated nominally in this period. figure 17-1 shows the number of scenes imaged
at each geographic location this quarter. Figure 17-2 show scenes imaged since launch. Only those scenes
f	 ,	 received by U.S. and Parkistan ground stations are shown. Scenes transmitted by Canada, Italy, Iran, and
Brazil (CiG,(a of total) are not shown. More scenes were transmitted to foreign users than to U.S. users.
f	 'fable 17-1 shows typical telemetry values since launch. All are nominal.
'fable 17-2 shows the history of sensor response to a constant input radiance level. Each sensor is sampled
at 5 radiance levels and all show essentl&l.y the same trends. Only one of these levels (the second highest)
is listed in Table 17-2. Line length history is also shown in Table 17-2. It is well witl-in satisfactory limits.
Sensor responses and line lengths this quarter are also satisfactory.
Sun calibrations, performed every month, show performance is nominal. To update processing parameters,
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Table 17-2. MSS Response History - Landeat-2
Quantum Level for Constaut Calibration Lamp Input
(0 . Black; 63 = White)





Band Sensor Turn ON lot Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 3 Quar. Quar. Launch
1 43 40 39 38 37 36 -16
2 4! 40 39 37 30 35 -15
3 46 43 42 41 42 41 -111
4 46 45 45 44 43 43 - 7
5 44 40 39 38 38 36 -18
6 46 43 43 42 42 40 -13
7 47 45 45 45 45 45 - 4
8 44 40 41 41 41 41 - 7
9 48 46 46 45 44 44 - 82
10 50 48 48 46 47 46 - 8
11 48 47 47 47 47 46 - 4
12 47 44 44 42 42 41 -13
13 42 40 40 39 39 38 -10
14 44 43 42 41 40 40 - 9
9 15 47 46 47 47 47 47 016 47 45 46 46 46 46 - 2
17 48 46 46 46 47 47 - 2
18 46 44 45 45 46 46 0
1925 25 25 25 25 25 0
20 26 27 27 26 26 26 0
21 32 32 32 31 31 31 - 34
22 29 30 30 29 29 29 0
23 32 33 33 32 32 32 0
24 28 28 28 28 28 27 - 4








DATA C'OLLEXTiON SUBSYSTEM (DCS)
The DCb Subsystem was turned OFF during Orbit 1G857 on 4 March 1978, and the function assumed by










Appendix A. Landsat-2 Anomalies and Observations
Dote Anomaly Observation now Observed l onmentc
Prelaunch Forward Scantier Spacecraft Before launch pressure Increased.	 After launch prossure (it--
Pressure Leak Integration creased.	 No anticipated elect on Sciunw• at' S C mission
Prelaunch Detective TLSI Functions Spacecraft Functions measure oou-criticdl tumpeinfuras 	 admsors Ilulcd
1.1 64.	 400.1 ,	 1.121 00 Integration prior to launch.	 Mission unaboctud.
18 75 Lnencoded command 781. CIL' On-Line Nan-Landadu OCC author ized I. nencodud aimmands necened set
Channel B Off. received by Orbit 019, 640	 NJ.	 1575,	 1700,	 '605.	 Ilb;,	 069,	 ;sea	 71,;1
spacecraft from RF Interfer- 87 .11.	 8804, 95.1 J	 989.1,	 10.1 611,	 10466,	 105,,.	 10"
once,	 Commands 78.1 or 786, 1.1300,	 14506,	 14+64,	 1 1,113,	 10270, 1 .1194, low.
switch comeducs) and eam-
mands 780 or 784, switch
1 1 w11 regulator, received at
other tunes
J	 17 75 5I5ICA Pitch Flux Density TLJI Off-Litre Telemetry decreased 5 counts and ndlcates mueasc Iltn tkn+tu
Drift on charged magnet	 Probable censor drift	 No .apparent cliect
on S C performance
4 5 75 WBVTlt-1 liewlnd Fai'ture On-Line WBVTR-1 foiled to execute Rewind command or pr•em,uurol>
(5iD14 E0121521) terminated rewinds due to false DOT signal, 	 Subsequent com-
mends or Fool-Logic techniques idiowd return to Uporution
Investigation Committee report issued 	 Problums occurred Orbu
1021,	 13.11,	 1568..1.1JB.	 Operation restricted W ,00 thru 1500
feet.
6 0 75 WBVTR-.1 had Short Rewind CT-Lttfle %VBVTR-.1 started rewind but stopped prematurely in Orbit WL,
(11DR E012155) and again in Orbit 3854	 Investigation C ommiryte did not dotine
a probable cause but assigdud a momentanj False 130T .u, reason
for short rewind.	 Unit remains operational
8	 ;1	 75 1,CBCTR-1 data did not provide Lett-Line One head circuit of W$1'Ttt-1 failed to operate.	 15	 of data lust
sync to ground s°ntlon In data stream	 Operation discontinued until earl) 1976, when it
(MDR D049J0) was used with BB\' only
11 14 75 51SS False End-of-Line Codes Off-Line Occasional End-of-Line codes occurring in preamble or along
(MDR D04040) video data.	 Creates 4 black and 4 white wards in scene data
Occurs over magnetic anomalies with low incidence rate.
Operation continued.
1 25 76 Solar Array Current Notch On-Line In Orbit 5WJ, abnormal drops in so l ar array currant appeared
(51DIt DA934) for portion of satellite day
	 8 C operation unaffected because
solar array has excess power to date.
7, 20 76 Battery 6 Turned Off, 	 Sub- On-Line 6 Battery 6 decreased in load share and rose In charge share
Sequent Battery 1, 	 1,	 1, 6,	 7 Off-Line thereby causing overcharge.
	 Temperature increased and unit
and 6 Turned Off, was turned off. in Orbit 7601	 (Returned to service in Orbit 799.1 . I
See Table 3-2 for history of all battery restoration cycles.
7 29 76 WBVTR-2 Automatic On-Line SMART circuits detected high headwheel currents in Orbit 77.10
Shutdown by SMART and shtndown WM711-1. 	 W3\'TR-1 operation was normal; high
headwheel current assigned to slipped phase.
	 Normal operation
resumed after reset.
12 21 76 WBVTR-2 had 305 high On-Line Ground equipment would not synch on \\'B\'TR-2 P' B data during
P B speed (SIDRD04936) Orbit 9738 P B,	 Analysis showed P,B speed was 30': high
roggling, recurd to P B, restued normal operation	 occurred
frequently this quarter requiring replay of garbled data.
1	 15 77 WBVTR-1 second head On-Lute Observation of CRT trace during 1A13\'TR-1 RB\ P B date in
failed (51DR D04937) Orbit 10696 showed second head failed,
	 Opernton discontinued
9 12 77 Payload Automatic Inhibit ('.n-Line SMART circuits detected 8 C unreg bus tar voltage an
from ECAA1 by SMART 13942 caused by operation problems. 	 Inhibited further payload
operation from SCAM
	 Reset returned S C to normal.
	
Re-
currud curing i)rbit	 14S63,	 13013,	 13156,	 1416b5.	 16005,
16744.	 Reset returned S C to normal each time
L 3. 79 CONSTUR went to an indeter- un-Line During loading of LCASI in Orbit 1 1 ,193 a command abort occurred
minate mode SIDR -D04546 during or at end of	 Serial Data I ransfer On, 	 command L...-,.
CO\ISTOB went from Ac• titate to an indeterminate mode, cu:4hfl)l(
was reloaded and is performing normalh.
1	 15 79 18TH-1 talled during N D tin-Line 113111-i halted after .:•; seconds of P	 I::n I	 r l,,, = iltie,	 subsequent
51DH - Do941 operation attempts unsuccessful. 	 Lnit has i	 al-flight uparauor.










SPACECRAI% T ORBIT REFERENCE TABLES
FROM JANUARY 1978 THROUGH JULY 1971)
ORBIT 14981 TO 2,1026


















1 1 1075 19981-111)99 11.1-120 9 59
2 2 1070 1,191.),i- 1500S 127-1,10 to 51)
3 1077 15009-1611'„'« 191-154 11 59
•1 11 1078 15023-150:1 fi 155-108 l2 59
5 a 1079 15037- 15050 109-182 13 59
6 li 10 80 251)21 t	 i 500,1 183 - IM) 1I 51)
7 7 1081 150641i-15077 197 -209 15 51)
8 8 1082 15078-15091 210-223 16 59
9 9 1083 15092-15105 239-2:17 :.7 59
10 10 1089 11") 106-151.19 238-251 1.8 59
11 l l 111eJ 15 12 0 - 15, 133 1-	 I9 1 110
12 t2 I08li 151.19-16117 15- 28 2 00
13 111 1087 131.18-151111 29- 92 3 60
1 .1 1.1 11188 1510':!-15175 -13-	 50 .1 60
15 15 11189 t5176-15189 57- 70 5 tit)
10 16 11W0 15190-15203 71- 89 ti till
17 I 1 1119.1 15204-t.5217 85- 98 7 lilt
I8 18 1092 15218-15231 99-113 8 li0
Ill 19 1093 152321-15215 11.1-120 1) till
20 20 1099 16290-15359 127-110 10 60
-1 31 1095 1Ei 0-15273 191-15.1 11 60
32 22 1096 1527.1-15287 155-108 12 till
23 23 1097 1") 2S8-15:101 169- I82 1.3 00
29 24 1098 I; 3o2- Io3l;i 18:1-190 19 60
85 35 1099 15:116 -15:128 197-209 15 lilt
2ti 2ti 1 100 153'39-153,1 2 310- '2'23 lli tiU
27 27 1101 15393 - 15350 229 -237 17 lit)
28 28 1102 15357-15370 338-251 18 till
2 9 211 1103 15371-1538.1 1-	 19 1 61
30 30 1104 1.5386-15398 15-	 21 1S 2 Ol




..	 b	 ^	 Y I ..	 ^«	 (a,1
l.l»1c1e1i1i-2	 1 T'a	 l	
u ,r>
Pebrurlly 1078
Oht'l' Flight Spuccxraft	 Cycle Cycle
Date I'My Ik1y Orbits	 Orbits
16913-t5426	 43- 56
11t1y Cyc to
1 32 1106 4 61
2 33 1107 15427-15440	 57- 70 5 61
:1 34 1108 16441-15454	 71- 84 6 61
4 35 1109 15455-15408	 85- 08 7 X11




H .._ O1llt _ ._.
0 37 Ti11
7 38 1112 15,107-15510	 137-140 10 61
8 30 1113 15611-15524	 1-11-154 11 61








11 42 14 01
12 43 1117 15507-15570	 197-2011 15 61
13 44 ills 15680-15593	 210-223 16 61
1 . 1 -15 1119 1550-1-15007	 224-237 17 01
16 1	 .16 1120 15608-15621	 338-251 is 0I
lli 47 1121 15032-15635 1-	 1 .1 1 62
17 4s 1122 16036-156,19 15- 28 2 62
18 -10 1123 15650-16003 20- 42 3 02
10 50 112.1 1500.1-15677 43-	 5 li 4 1111
20 51 1125 16078-15691 57- 70 3
li
lit
111221 52 1120 15692-15705 71- 84
22 53 .1127 15700-16710 85- 08 7 0-
23 5.1 1126 15730-15733 99-112 H 02
2 .1 55 1129 15734-15747 113-120 0 02
25 56 1130 15748- 15761 137-110 10 02
20 5f--7 11:11 1670'.3-1.6175 141-15.1 ll 62
27 58 1132 15776-15789 155- 16S 12 lit




1.iU1d13tit-21 OF POOR QUALM
March 1t178
am 1 1, Flight Siuwooraft Cycle Cycle
Dato Day Day Orbits Orbits lkiy Cycle
1 60 1134 15804-15817 10-196 14 62
2 61 1135 15818-158:10 197-209 15 62
3 62 1136 15831-15844 210-223 16 62
4 63 11'J7 15845-15858 224-237 17 62
5 64 11.18 15859-15872 238-251 18 02
6 65 1139 15873-15886 1- 14 1 63
7 66 1140 15887-15900 15- 28 2 63
8 67 1141 15901-15914 39- 42 3 63
9 68 1142 15915-15928 43- 56 It 63
10 69 1143 15929-15942 5 7- 70 5 63
11 70 11't1 15943-15956 71- 81 6 63
12 71 1145 15957-15970 85- 98 7 63
13 72 1146 15971-15984 99-1.12 8 63
14 73 1147 15985-15998 113-126 9 63
15 74 1148 15999 - 16012 127-140 10 63
16 75 1149 16013-16026 141-154 11 63
17 76 1150 16027-16040 155-168 12 63
18 77 1151 10641-16054 169-182 13 63
19 78 1152 16055-16069 18:3-196 14 63
20 79 1153 16,069-16041 197-209 15 63
21 8U 1154 16082-16095 210-223 16 63
22 81 1155 10096-16109 224-237 17 63
23 82 11.56 16110-16133 238-251 18 63
24 83 1157 16124-16137 1-	 14 1 64
25 84 1158 1_6 138-16151 15- 28 2 64
26 85 1159 16152-16165 29- 42 3 64
27 H6 1160 16166-16179 43- 56 11 64
28 87 1161 16180•-16193 57- 70 5 64
29 88 1162 16194-16207 71- 84 C 64
9U 89 1103
	
1 10208-10221 85- 98	 1 7	 1 64




MIT Flight Spileccraft Cycle Cycle
Date Ihty Day orbits orbits Day cycle
1 81 1165 16256-162.111 113-126 1) 64
2 82 1166 16250-102133 127-1,10 10 6.1
3 83 1167 162134-1132,77 141-154 ;1 61
4 8.1 1168 111278-16291 155-16S 12 64
5 1 16'9 1620'2-16:105 101)-153 13 6.1
li
1)(^;
1170 111,106-16;11;1 15;1- 196 14
7 1171 1(1,'0-10;1;1'2 1117-2'00 15 64
S 1172 16333-16316 210•223 16 64
8 81) 1173 16317-163611 22.1-237 17 64





6G11 101 1175 16371-)63SS
12 102 1176 .16358-16102 15- 25 2 65
13 1113 1177 1(140;3-16116 28- 42 3 (15








6516 106 71- 54
17 107 1151 16158-16472 S5- 85 7 65
1S 105 115-' 16.173- 16456 Ou- 112 S 65
11) 109 1153 16.157 - 16560 113 - 126 6 65
20 116 115.1 165 01-1651 .1 127-140 10 65
21 111 llS5 1651-1652S 141-166 11 65
22 112 11.56 16528-16542 155-165 12 65
2;1 113 I1S7 165.13-1655(1 168-1d2 13 65
2.1 114 11SS 16557 -1637 11 15;1-196 14 65
25 115 1151) 16571-1ti55;1 197- 2m) 15
16
65
6526 116 61)0 16554-16597 210-'22;3
21 117 1181 16595-16611 224-237 17 05
25 115 1182 16612-16625 235-251 15 65
29 111) 1183 16626-16639 1-	 14 1 66






GMT flight Spiuccraft Cycle cycle
Date pay Day Orbits Orbits Day cycle
1 121 1195 16654-16667 29- 42 3 66
2 122 1106 16668-16681 43- 56 4 66
3 123 1197 16682-16695 57- 70 5 66
4 124 1198 16696-16709 71- 84 6 66
5 125 1199 16710-16723 85- 98 7 66
6 126 1200 16724-16737 99-112 8 66
7 127 1201 16738-16751 113-126 9 66
8 128 1202 16752-16765 127-140 10 66
9 129 1203 16766-16779 141-154 11 66
10 130 1204 16780-16793 155-168 12 66
11 131 1205 16794-16807 169-182 13	 66
12 132 1206 16808-16820 183-195 14	 66
13 133 1207 16821-16834 196-209 15	 66
14 134 1208 16835-10848 210-223 16	 66
15 135 1209 1	 16849-16862 224-237 17	 66
16 136 1210 16863--16876 238-251 18 66
17 137 1211 16877-46890 1- 14 1 67
18 138 1212 16891-16904 15- 28 2 67
19 139 1213 16905-16918 29- 42 3 67
20 140 1214 16919-16932 43- 56 4 67
21 141 1215 16933-16946 57- 70 5 67
22 142 1216 16947-16960 71- 84 (i 67
23 143 1217 16961-16974 85- 98 7 67
24 144 1218 16975-16988 99-112 8 67
25 145 1219 16989-17002 113-126 9 67
26 146 1220 17003-17016 127-140 10 67
27 147 1221 17017-17030 141-154 11 67
28 148 1222 17031-17044 155-168 12 67
29 149 1223 17045-17058 169-162 13 67
30 1	 150 1	 1224 17059-17071 1	 183-195 1	 14 1	 67
31 1	 151 1	 1225 17072-17086 1	 196-209 1	 15 1	 67
B-6 LS-2
Cil- i" IEWL PAGE is
L(uulsat-z OF POOR QUALITY
June 1973
Gift' Plight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle*
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 152 1226 17086-17099 210-223 16 67
2 153 1227 17100-17113 224-237 17 67
3 154 1228 1^114-17127 238-2511 13 67
4 155 1229 17128-17141 1- 14 1 68
5 156 1	 1230 17 142-17155 15- 28 2 68
6 157 1231 17156-17169 29- 42 3 6s
7 158 1232 17170-17183 43- 56 4 68
8 159 1233 17184-17197 57- 70 5 (i8
9 160 1234 17198-17211 71- 84 6 68
10 161 1235 17212-17225 85- 98 7 68
11 162 1236 17226-17239 99-112 8 (i8
12 163 12.27 17240-17253 113-126 1) (i8
13 164 1238 17254-17267 127-140 10 6s
14 165 1239 17268-17281 141-154 11 (is
15 166 124 0 17282-17295 155-168 12 68
16 167 1241 p17296-17309 169-182 13 68
17 168 1242 17310-7322 183-195 14 6H
I8 169 1243 17323-17336 196-209 15 68
19 170 1244 17337-17350 210-223 16 68
20 171 1245 17351-1 7364 224-237 17 68
21 172 1246 17365-17378 238-251 18 66
22 173 1247 17379-17:192 1- 14 1 69
23 174 12.18 17393-17106 15- 28 2 69
24 175 1249 17407-1.7420 29- 42 3 60
25 1	 176 _1250 17421-1743.1 43- 56 .1  69
26 177 1251 17435-1.7448 57- 70 5 69
27 178 1252 17449-17462 71- 84 6 69
28 179 1253 17463-17476 85- 98 7 69
29 180 1254 17477-17490 99-112 8 69






	 a	 a^ x:
`91 i "^
July 1978
GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day nay Orbits O rbits [lay Cycle
1 182 1256 17505-17518 127-140 10 69
2 183 1257 17519-17532 141-154 11 69
3 It, 1258 17533-17546 155-108 12 09
4 18C: 1259 17547-17560 109-182 13 09
5 186 1260 17561-17573 183-195 14 09
0 187 1261 17574-17587 196-2098 15 69
7 188 1262 17588-17601 210-223 16 69
8 189 1263 17602-17615 224-237 17 69
9 190 1264 17616-17629 238-251 18 69
10 191 1265 1	 17030-17643 1- 14 1 70
11 192 1266 17644-17657 15- 28 2 70
12 193 1267 17658-1.7671 29- 42 3 70
13 194 1268 17672-17685 43- 56 4 70
14 195 1269 17686-17699 57- 70 6 70
15 196 1270 17700-17713 71- 84 0 70
16 197 1271 17714-17727 85- OR 7 70
17 198 1272 17728-17741 99-112 8 70
18 199 1273 17742-17755 113-126 9 .10
19 200 1274 17756-17769 127-140 10 70
20 1	 201 1275 17770-17783 141-154 11 70
21 202 1276 17784-17797 155-168 12 70
22 203 1277 17798-17811 169-182 13 70
23 204 1278 17812.17824 183-195 14 70
24 205 1279 17825-17838 196-209 15 70
25 206 1280 17839-17852 210-223 16 70
26 207 1281 17853-17866 224-237 17 70
27 206 1282 17867-17880 238-251 18 70
28 209 1283 17881-17894 1- 14 1 71
29 210 1284 17895-17908 15- 28 2 71
30 211 1285 17909-17922 29- 42 1	 9 1	 71





:a"J :ONAL PAGE IS
Lunclout-2
	 OF NOR QUALITY
August 1978
oht't' Flight Hp am ruff Cycle Cycle
Date lay Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 ::tct 1267 17937-17950 57- 70 5 71
2 214 1288 17951-17964 71- 84 6 71
3 215 1289 17965-17978 85- 98 7 71
4 210 1200 17979-17992 99-112 8 71
5 217 1291 176-A-18006 113-126 9
-10
71T	 41	 ..6 218 1292 18007-18020 127-140
7 219 1293 18021-1.8034 141-154 11 71
8 220 1294 18035-14048 155-168 12 71
9 221 1295 18049-18062 169-182 1;i 71
10 222 1296 18003-18075 1_83-195 14 71
11 223 1297
_
18070-18089 190-209 15 ?1
12 224 1298 18090-18103 210-223 16 71
13 225 1299 18104-18117 224-237 17 71
14 226 11,100 18118-18131 238-251 18 71
In 1	 227 1301 18132-181.15 1- 14 1 72
10 228 1302 18146-18159 15- 2S g2 _ 72
1'• 229 1303 18160-18173 29- 42 3 72
1 J 230 1304 18174-18187 43- 56 11 72
19 231 1305 18188-18201 57- 70 5 72
20 232 1306 18202-18215 71- 84 6 72
21 233 1307 18210-18229 85- 98 7 72
22 234 1308 182:10-182.13 99-112 8 72
23 235 1309 18244-18257 113-126 9 72
24 ;136 1310 18258-18271 127-140 10 72
25 237 1311
1312
18272-18285 141-154 11 72
7220 238 18280-18290 155-168 12
27 239 1313 18300-18313 169-182 13 72
28 240 1314 18314-18320 183-195 14 72
29 241 1315 18327-18340 196-209 15 72
30 1	 242 1	 1310 18311-18354 16 72










9:11'1' Flight Spoeveraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day qay orbits orbits Day Cycle
1 241 1318 18:169-18382 238-251 18 72
2 215 1319 18383-18300 1- 14 1 73
3 211' 1320 18397-18410 15- 28 2 73
It 247 1321 18411-18424 29- 42 3 73
5 248 1322 18425-18438 43- 56 4 73
0 210 1323 18438-18452	 - j	 57- 70 5 73
7 250 1321 18453-1.8400 71- 84 6 73
8 251 1325 18407-18480 85- 9m 7 73
9 252 1320 18481-18494 99-112 8 73
10 1	 253 1327 18495-18508 113-120 9 73
;. 254 1328 18509-18522 127-140 10 73
12 255 1329 18523-18530 141-154 11 73
13 250 1330 18537-18550 155-108 12 73
14 257 1331 18551-18503 109-181 13 73
15 258 1332
-18577_18504 182-105 14 73
10 259 1333 18578-18591 190-209 15 73
17 200 1334 18592-18605 210-223 Id 73
18 201 1335 18500-18(;19 224-237 17 73
19 202 1:130 180'20-18033 238-251 18 73
20 203	 1 1337 1;;031 -18047 1- 14 l
	 1 74
21 204 1338 1811,18-18001 15- 28 2 74
22 205 1330 18602-18075 29- 42 3 74
23 200 1340 18070-18089 43- 50 It .71
24 207 1341 18090-18703 57- 70 5 74
25 208 1342 18704-18717 71- 84 0 74
20 209 1343 18718-18731 85- 98 7 74
27 270 1314 18733-18745 99-112 8 74
28 271 1345 187=10--18759 113-120 9 74
29 272 1340 18700-18773 127-140 .'0 74





UNI11' Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbit Orbits oay Cycle
1 274 1318 18799-181401 156-106 12 74
2 275 1.349 16802-18614 169-181 13 74
3 276 1350 18816-18828 182-195 14 74
4 277 1351 18829-188.12 190-204) 15 7.1
5 1	 279 1.152 14943-19956 210-22\1 16 74
6 279 1353 198117-18870 224-2137 17 74
7 280 1354 19871-1889.1 238-251 114 74
d
H 281 13;1; 181480-IH898 1- 14 1 75
9 282 11,156 18899-1891? 15- 28 2 75
0 283 14,157 18913-18926 29- 42 3 75
11 284 1368 18927-19940 43- 56 4 75
12 285 13519 19941-IH95.1 57- 70 5 75
13 286 11,160 18955-18908 71- 144 6 75
14 187 1161 19969-18984 85- 98 7 75
3 15 268 1362 18963-19996 99-112 8 75
16 289 1363 18907-19010 113-126 9 75
17 290 1364 19011-19021 127-140 10 75
114 291 1365 190211-19038 1,11-154 11 75
19 292 1366 19039-19052 155-168 12 75
20 293 1367 19053-19065 169-181 13 75
21 29-1 1368 19066-19071) 182-195 14 75
22 295 1369 19080-19093 196-209 15 75
q ^ 23 196 1370 19094-19107 210-223 16 75
24 297 1371 19108-11)11?t 224-237 17 75
25 298 1072 19122-19135 238-251 114 75
1 26 299 1373 19136-19149 1- 14 1 76
27 300 1374 19150-19163 15- 2H 2 76
28 301 1375 19104-19177 29- 42 3 7(3
29 302 14176 19179-19191 43- 50 4 70'
30 303 1	 1.377 19192-19205) 57- 70 5 76








Gm  Flight Spacecraft cycle cycle
Date Day Day Orbit Orbits Day cycle
1 305 1379 19220-19233 85- 98 7 76
2 306 1380 19234-19247 99-112 8 76
3 307 1381 19248-19261 113-126 9 76
4 308 1382 19262-19275 127-140 10 76
5 309 1383 19276-19289 141-154 11 76
6 310 1384 19290-19303 155-168 12 76
7 311 1385 19304-19316 169-181 13 76
8 312 1386 19317-19330 182-195 14 76
9 313 1387 19331-19344 196-209 15 76
10 314 1388 19345-19358 210-223 16 76
11 315 1389 19359-19372 224-237 17 76
12 316 1390 19373-19386 238-251 18 76
13 317 1391 19387-19400 1- 14 1 77
14 31@ L_'92 19401-19414 15- 28 2 77
15 319 1393 19415-19428 29- 42 3 77
16 320 1324 19429-19442 43- 56 4 77
17 321 1395 19443-19456 57- 70 5 77
18 322 1396 19457-19470 71- 84 6 77
19 323 1397 19471-19484 85- 98 7 77
20 324 1398 19485-19498 99- 112 8 1	 77
21 325 1399 19499-19512 113-126 9 77
Z2 326 1400 19513-19526 127-140 10 77
23 327 1401 19527-19540 141-154 11 77
24 328 1402 19541-19554 155-168 12 77
25	 1 329 1403 19555-19567 169-181 13 77
26 3.20 1404 19568-19581 182-195 14 77
27 331 1405 19582-19595 196-209 15 77
28 332 1406 19596-19609 210-223 1C 77
29 333 1407 19610-19623 224-237 17 77
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30.1 1.13NL11t ;IOPi 141!!
Npavrrrall Cycle l'yvIv
Orbits UI'I)IIH Day CyVIc
1963N-1961)1 1-	 14 1 78
196 52 - 1966 6 11i–	 2H :' 7H
196(16-10671) 21)-	 •1: 3 79
I oumo-11)011a 43- C)0 4 7N
19604-10707 57- 70 8 78
19709-19721 71-	 H•1 (,1
10722-197:16 H!i- ON 7 78
10730-107 . 111 99-112 N 78
10700-10703 113-1211 11 7H
11)7 114-1 11 "17  7 l:!'i-1411 ► l1 ? N
19778-19791 1.11-164 it 7N
19702–IDMO) 15!i–lom 12 7H
1118011
	 19918 169- 181 1,1 78
19H10-108 11; 1812-195 1.1 7H
19H33-IOH46 196-20!) 15 7H
1OH47-111N1l0 210-223 W 7N
IllNlil-11191 .1 ?2.1-2'37 17 7N
ION75–IUHHH 23H-251 Is 79
IOHN9-1990:' 1–	 14 1 741
19903-1991 11 I b– 2H 2 7 0
19 1 117-19930 2.1)f–	 -12 3 711
1111131-1119 .1 .1 43– So 4 79
10040-11)()55 57– 70 C, 71)
11)951-1997:' 71–	 H•1 ti 71)
111!173-1911H1i H;)– 9H 7 79
19",37-2000 99-11.2 H 711
:'.0001-200 I'1 1 13-1111 11 71)
20015-2002N 127-1.10 10 711
1(12!)-:).00 .12 1.11-154 11 79
:'1!1!•13-200!10 155-1119 1	 1:' 711




tLandsat-z	 t,IC0.14AL PAGE 1s
OF POOR QUALITY
January 1979
GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 1 1440 20070-20083 182-195 14 80
2 2 1441 20084-20097 196-209 15 80
3 3 1442 20098-20111 210-223 16 80
4 4 1443 20112-20125 224-237 17 80
5 5 1444 20126-20139 238-251 18 80
6 6 1445 20140-20153 1- 14 1 81
7 7 1446 20154-20167 15- 28 2 81
8 8 1447 20168-20181 29- 42 3 81
F 9 1448 20182-20195 43- 56 4 81
10 1	 10 1449 20196-20209 57- 70 5 81
11 11 1450 20210-20223 71- 84 6 8!
12 12 1451 20224-20237 85• 98 7 81
13 13 1452 20236-20251 99-112 8 81
14 14 1453 20252-20265 113-126 9 81
15 15 1454 20266-20279 127-140 10 81
16 16 1455 20280 -20293 141-154 11 81
17 17 1456 20294-20306 155-167 12 81
18 18 1457 20307-20320 168-181 13 81
19 19 1458 20321-20334 182-195 14 81
20 1	 20 1459 20335-20348 196-209 15 81
21 21 1460 20349-20362 210-223 16 81
22 22 1461 20363-20376 224-237 17 81
23 23 1462 20377 -20390 238-251 18 81
24 24 1463 20391-20404 1- 14 1 82
25 25 1464 20405-20418 15- 28 2 82
26 26 1465 20419-20432 29- 42 ~ 3 82
27 27 1466 20433-20446 43- 56 4 82
28 28 1467 20447-20460 57- 70 5 82
29 29 1468 20461-20474 71-	 8 .1 6 82
30 30 1469 20475-20488 85- 98 7 82

















GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 32 1471 20503-20516 113-126 9 82
2 33 1472 20517-20530 127-140 10 82
3 34 1473 20531-20544 141-154 11 82
4 35 1474 20545-20557 155-167 12 82
5 36 147, 20558-20571 168-181 13 82
6 37 1476 20572-20585 182-195 14 82
7 38 1477 20586-20599 196-209 15 82
8 39 1478 20600-20613 210-223 16 82
9 40 1479 20614-20627 224-237 17 82
10 41 1480 20628-20641 238-251 18 82
11 42 1481 20642-20655 1- 14 1 83
12 43 1482 20656-20669 15- 28 2 83
13 44 1483 20670-20683 29- 42 3 83
14 45 1484 20684-20699 43- 56 4 83
15 46 1485 20698-20711 57- 70 _5 83
16 47 1486 20712-20725 71- 84 6 83
17 48 1487 20726-20739 85- 98 7 83
18 49 1488 20740-20753 99-112 8 83
19 50 1489 1075.1-20767 113-126 9 83
20 51 1490 20768-20781 127-140 10 83
21 52 1491 20782-20795 141-154 11 83
22 53 1492 20796-20808 155-167 12 83
23 54 1193 20809-20822 168-181 13 83
24 55 1494 20823-20836 182-195 14 83
25 56 1495 20837-20850 196-209 15	 1 83
26 57 1496 20851-20864 210-223 16 83
27 58 1497 20865-20878 224-237 17 83
28 59 1498 20879-20892 238-251 18 83
LS-2	 B-15
ORICIN^i- PPCE 15Lmdbat-2 or pfJf3r ( a ' " TY
March 1979
GMT FlIglit Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
t 00 1499 10893-20900 1-	 1.4 1 84
2 61 1500 20907-20920 15- 28 2 84
1 1 62 1501 20921-20934 29- 42 3 89
4 63 1502 20935-20948 43- 56 4 84
5	 1 64 150:1 20949-20962 57- 70 r
0 65 1504 20903-20976 71- 84 0 84
7 66 1505 20977-20990 85- 98 7 84
8 07 1506 2091)1-21,00.1 99-112 8 84
9 68 1507 21005-31018 1.1,1-126 :) 84
10 69 1508 21019-21032 127-1i0 10 84
11 70 1509 21033-21046 141-154 1.1 8'1
12 71 1510 21047-21059 155-167 12 84
13 72 1511 1060-2107:1 168-181 13 84
14 73 1512 21.074-21087 182-196 14 84
15 74 151:1 21088-21101 196-209 15 84
75 1514 21102-21115 210-223 16 84
 
76 1515 21116-21121) 224-2:17 11 84
 77 151.6 '21130-211,13 238-351 18 84
 78 1517 21144-31157 1-	 14 1 85
 79 1518 21158-21171 15- 28 2 85
 
80 1519 31172'-21185 29- 41 3 85
 81 1520 21186-31199 43- 56 11 86
[17
 
82 1531 21200-3121:1 57- 70 5 85
 83 1522 21214-21227 71- 84 6 85
 84 152:3 21228-21241 85- 98 5
 
85 152.1 31242-21266 99-112 8 85
 8G 1525 '21256-21269 11:1-126 9 85
 87 1526 31270-21283 137-140 10 Sri
88 1537 3128.1-21397 141-1511 11 85
 89 1528 31'398-21310 155-107 12 5








11 NIT Flight Spucuc'rul't	 Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits	 1)l.l ► Ite Day Cycle
4)I 15 30 31:125-'213:18 1H2- I41 ► 1.1 85
3 03 15,11 21111141-21.1152 1416-'209 11) 8 5
:1 41:1 11► 113 31353- 313(1(1 210-:1123 16 8;,
It 41.1 16:13 213117	 21380 22.1-2:17 17 81►
5 95 15:111 21:181-31304 3:18	 '2111 is 85
(i 96 1 ia5 3I :1011-21.1118 1-	 l4 1 86
7 4)7 15116 214041-:.1.1:'.3 16	 34) 3 8ii
8 418 1537 :91.12:4 21 .1311 34).	 .13 :1 811
1 414) 15:18 91.1:17	 '21-1,111 .1:1-	 Ili 4 8(i
10 100 1534) 31151.314(14 57_ 70 5 86
11 101 15.10 21,165 21178 71	 ^	 8. 1 (1 86
13 1112 15.11 31.174)	 21.192 85-	 418 7 86
13 103 15.12 31.193. 3160(1 4141-1 1'3 8 86
1 . 1 10.1 16.13 21507-31520 113-1311 !) 86
15 105 154.1 215'31-315.14 137 A .10 111 1	 86
Iii 106 1545 211135-315.18 1.11	 154 11 86
17 107 15.16 21549 31661 1.55-I(1)7 121 86
I8 108 I;A7 21;)()2	 21;W,) 108-181 I:1 86
141 1 09 1ii48 915711-31'84) 482-14)6 1.1 8(i
all 110 15.10 :91:14)0	 '2160.1 14)0-1904 ► 11► 86
31 Ill 1:150 3100.1 - ,'1617 310 - '23:1 16 86
33 113 1651 21618--210.11 23.1	 2:17 17 86
23 113 11;5:9 31632-31(1.15 3:18- '2;,1 18 86
34 I l•1 I 150:1 31(1.1(1	 31(1641 1-	 1-1 1 87
35 1.15 1564 '210(10.31(173 15- 38 3 87
26 116 1555 2167.1	 21687 :.1.)-	 •13 11 87
37 117 1;)56 31088-21701 43- 56 l 87
38 ll8 1557 3170'3- 21714) 57- 70 ;, 87
34) lift 1658 31716-3172.) 71-	 8.1 6 87
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121 1560 21744-21757 99-112
8 87
121 1561 21758-'21771 113-126
9 87
123 1562 21772-21785 127-140
10 87
124 1563 21786-21798 141-153
11 887
5 125 1564 21799-21812
154-167 12
6 126 1565 21813-21826 168-181
13 87
7 127 1566 21827-21840 182-195
14 87
8 128 1567 21841-21854
196-209 15 87
9 129 1568 21855-21868 210-223
16 87
10 139 1569 21869-21.882
224-237 17 87
11 131 1670 21883-21896
238-251 18 87
12 132 1571 21897-21910 1-	
14 1 88
13 133 1572 21911-21924
15- 28 2 88
14 134 1573 21925-21938
29- 42 3 88
15 135 1574 21939-31952
43- 56 4 88
16 136 1575 21953-31966
57- 70 5 88
17 137 1576 21967-21980
71- 84 6 88
18 138 1577 21981-21994
85- 98 7 88
19 139 1578 21995-22008
99-112 8 88
20 140 1579 22009-22022
113-126 9 88
21 14L 1680 22023-`22036 127-140
10 88
22 142 1581 22037-22649
141-153 11 88
23 143 1582 22050-22063
154-1G:) 12 88
24 144 1583 22004-:3'2077 1.68-181 13
88
25 145 1584 32078-22091
182-195 14 88
2G 145 1585 2109'3-22105
195-209 15 88
27 1,17 15186 22106-22119 210-223
1L 88
28 148 15187 22130-22123
224-237 17 88
29 149 1588 22134-22147
238-251 18 88
30 150 1589 22148-22161 1- 14
1 89




`:,": 	 ^3	 f2):. ^C;
	
^a9
1.,11(18,(-3	 1	 ^ a
June 1979
(;All , flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 152 1 591 22170-221811 39- 42 3 89
2 153 1593 22190-2.2203 43- 56 4 89
3 154 1593 22204-23217 57- 70 5 89
l 15 5 1594 22218-22231 71- 84 6 89
5r 160 1595 32'332-32245 85- 98 7 81)
6 157 1596 222,10-22269 99-112 8 89
7 158 1597 233(10-23373 113-120 9 89
8 169 1598 2227.1-22287 127-140 10 89
1) 160 15191) 22288-33300 141-15:1 11 89
l0 161 1.000 22301-33314 16.1-167 12 89
11 1132 1601 23315-::2328 168-181 13 89
13 10;3 1602 22339-22342 182-195 14 89
13 1134 160;3 23313-22:156 190-209 15 89
1 .1 106 1604 33367--22370 210-22;3 16 81)
15 1	 166 1606	 1 22371-3238.1 224-237 17 89
113 107 1000 22,85-33398 338-261 1.8 89
17 168 1607 :3:399-2241.2 1-	 14 1 90
is 169 1.608 «•11.3-23,126 15- .28 a1, 90
1.1) 170 1.609 22427-32.110 29- 42 3 90
20 171 1610 22441• -'3454 43- 56 It 90
21 172 1611 32456-22468 57- 70 5 90
22 173 1612 22109-22.183 71-	 8.1 6 90
23 17.1 1611) :32483-03.196 85- 98 7 90
24 175 1014 22497-235110 99-113 8 90
:35 176 1615 33511-2252).1 113-126 9 90
26 177 1616 225251-225;38 137-110 10 90
37 178 1.617 22539-2„'5511 141-1.53 11 90
28 179 1618 32552-325051 154-167 12 90
21) 180 1019 21566-225179 168-181 13 90
;10
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July 1979
GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orblte Orbits Day Cycle
1 182 1621 22594-22607 196-209 15 90
2 183 1622 22608-22621 210-223 16 90
3 184 1623 22622-22635 224-237 17 90
4 185 1624 22636-22641) 238-251 18 90
5 186 1625 22650-2266:1 1- 14 1 91
6 187 1626 22664-22677 15- 28 2 91
7 188 1627 22618-32601 29- 42 3 91
8 189 1628 22692-22705 43- 56 4 91
9 190 1629 22706-22719 57- 70 5 91
10 191 1630 22720-2733 71- 84 6 91
11 192 1631 22734-22747 85- 98 7 91
12 19:1 1632 22748-22761 99-112 8 91
13 194 1633 22762-22775 113-126 9 91
1 11 195 1634 22776-22781) 1.27-140 10 91
15 196 1635 22790-22802 141-153 11 91
16 197 1636 22803-22816 154-167 12 91
17 198 1637 22817-22830 168-181 13 91
18 199 1638 22831-23844 182-195 14 91
19 200 1639 22845-22858 196-209 15 91
20 201 1640 22859-22872 210-223 16 1	 9
21 202 1611 22873-22886 24-237 17 91
22 209 1642 22887-22900 238-251 18 91
23 204 1643 22901-22914 1-	 11 1 92
2.1 205 1614 22916-22928 '5- 28 2 922 5 206 1645 22929-22942 29- 42 3 92
36 207 1616 22943-22956 43- 56 4 92
27 208 1647 22957-22970 57- 70 5 92
28 209 1648 22971-22984 71- 84 6 92
29 210 1649 22985-2918 85- 98 7 92
30 211 1650 22999-23012
23013-2302(1
99-112 8 L	 9'
31 213 1051 113-126 :) 92
APPENDIX C
LANDSAT-2 DOCUMENTS ISSUED THIS REPORT PERIOD
APPENDIX C
LANDSAT-2 DOCUMENTS ISSUED THIS REPORT PERIOD
No.	 Document V'Q,.	 Deacriotion and Date
1	 14 NO-L/3-242	 Landeat-2 and 3 Line Start Anomaly Over Brazil,
dated 12/6/78.
2	 14NO-L-2-244
	 Malfunction of NBR-1 in Landsat-2, dated 1/16/79.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the 5th report in a continuing series of documents issued at launch, and quarterly thereafter, to pre-
sent flight performance analyses of the Landsat-3 spacecraft. The previously issued documents are:
i
Document No, Title Date
78SDS4203 Landsat-3 Launch and Flight 17 March 1978
Activation Evaluation Report
5 to 9 March 1978, through
Orbit 50 and Orbit Adjust
Operation.
78SDS4216 Landsat-1, Landsat-2, and 3 May 1978
Landsat-3 Flight Evaluation
Report, 23 January 1978 to
23 April 1978
78SDS4232 Landsat-2 and Landsat-3 1 August 1978
Flight Evaluation Reports,
23 April 1978 to 23 July 19'1 1
78SDS4250 Landsat-2 and Landsat-3 1 November 1971
Flight Evaluation Report
23 July 1978 to 23 October 1978







LANDSA'C-9 OFAI RA` IONS
SE CTION I
SUAIAIA Ra 1.ANDSAT-3 OPERATIONS
'rhe Lutuisat-d Spacecraft was launched from the 11'esteru ','eat Range oil Alareb loa d at 064:17:54:00.551
GAIT. The launch and orbital injection phase of the Spacecraft were nominal turd deployment of the Space-
craft followed predictionu.
All systenis performed normally until Orbit 41, 8 March 1978, when Cell 4 of the "B" COAISTUR would not
load and Verify properly. Subsequent orbits would not verify mid dummy commands "000" were used lit
.1 untt ► 18 March 1978, when cell 4 changed to all "ones." The "1)" COMSTOR tt'us then taken out of oper-
ational use until Orbit 1897 (19 June 1978) when it was activated for processing Spacecraft commands after
a test for its stability.
The ECAAI halted oil May 1978 due to u fixed core checksum error. It again halted oil 	 Miky 1978 when
core location 0403 (octal) contained u discrepancy. Neither error affects spacecraft operation. The on-bound
checksum value for ECAAI has been changed to accommodate the core errors and SCAM operation has been
normal Since then.
The IIHV Camera 1 had intermittent whito level Saturation during tui MW image which was first detected in
Orbit 5ii, 0 March 1078. It was more prevalent lit first ', of occasional images. Operational use of the
Iii V was not interrupted.
In lute August, processing of MoS data revealed occasional missed line starts, resulting in aborting that
frame (til0 x loo lint) in processing. The tutomaly seemed to occur more frequently In September, but has
not been seen since earl!' October after u switch to scan monitor light source B. Study of tine anonialy is Coll-
tinkling.
Ikund 5 sensor decline from gas contamination improved until the first turn ON after the 701 outgas Cycle an
I l July 1:174. Sensor 36 wus nominal, but no output thus visible from Sensor "_S. After tests in subsequent
orbits confirmed this unontaly, Build 5 was turned OFF for Study,
liand 5 was returned to operational Service oil 	 October during Orbit 3094. Only sensor 26 is supplying datu.
( gas molecule decontamination has probably couched its asynitotic best.
ht early December, data from Brazil and from processing of AISS data revealed extra scan monitor pulses
occurring as curly line starts or extra end of hue codes (•1 black, .1 white pixels) tit 	 scene data. They occur
only over nnaggnetic ation ►ulies, 1. e. , Brazil and Africa, at a low incidence rule, l,undsut -1 turd l.andsat -21
had similar occurrences.
The spacecraft continues to perform its mission sutisfactorily with HISS, IMV, tune! both Widebund Telemettl,
Systunis in use. Table t-1 Shows Cumulative in-Debit payload System performance,
l.S-:1 1-1
Table 1-1. In-Orbit Payload Systems I le rformance-Launch thm Orbit 41529
(1/31/7:)), IAUKI M-;t
II13 16' '1'otttl scenes Imaged 19,435
Total Area Imaged (million sq. n mi. 101).5
ON TIME (hr. ) 196
ON/OF F Cycles 2,244
`I Real Time Imagres 81)
% Recorded images 11
HISS 'Total scenes imaged 67.688
Total Area Imaged (million sq. n mi. 51)9.4
ON TIME (hr. ) 830
ON/OFF Cycles 5,755
`t Real Time Images 70
Recorded Images 21
DC's Messages M OCC 332, 350
Users 21
ON TIME Oir.) 7,786
\\'PA-1 ON TIME Qtr.) 225
ON/OF F Cycler; 1,571
\\'I'A-'2 ON TIME Qtr.) 721
ON/OFF Cycles




Tinuv Ifead-Taw Contact (hr.) 11.1
Cycles liead-Ta1x, Contact 1,450
ON TIMF (hr. ) 1.15




b14'SE Count in P i I3 < 5
Time dead-Tviv Contact (hr.) 310
Cycles Road-Tallo Contact 2,725
ON TIME Qn• , ) 265
1-2	 LS-3
n '.
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r ,	 At the close of this report period, Landsat - 3 1 s ground track error was 1 . 82 nm east (longitude at the equator).
Spacecraft drag which !s directly	  (	  proportional to solar -activity) Increased during this quarter. In the absence
of the "controlled pitch gating via pitch position bias program," drag effected Landsat 2's ground track and a
minus X axis, orbit maintenance orbit adjust was performed during
 Orbit 4059 (21 Dec 1978) to correct this
condition.
Error in longitude since launch as a function of time, orbit maintenance burns, and the Pitch Position Bias
program are shown in Figure 2-1,
Figure 2-2 shows the mean local time for the spacecraft ' s descending equatorial crossing. The mean local time
i
	 crossings for Landsats 2 and 3 respectively are 09 : 18:40 MLT and 09 : 32:19 MLT.
Phasing relationships bet •Neen Landsat-2 and 3 are shown In Figure 2-3, Landsat-3 leads Landsat -2 at their
descending equatorial crossings by 37.91 GMT minutes.i
The Brouwer Mean Orbital parameters for Landsat-2 are given in Table 2-1,
Appendix B provides the spacecraft orbit reference tables fo r
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Figure 2-1. Landsat-3 Ground Track
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The Power Subsystem on Landsat-3 has performed satisfactorily throughout this report period.
The solar arrays continued to provide excess energy above spacecraft and payload requirements and i
expected to support the LandKat-3 mission through 1979. The percentage degradation of the arrays is
plotted as a functior of days in orbit in Figure 3-1, along with the pre-launch predicted array degrads
The array degradation at the end of 10 months in orbit was 7.39%. The projected values of midday array
current are plotted in Figure 3-2. Here the array current is adjusted for sun intensity and array degra-
dation, as well as sun angle. Along with the same curve is plotted the actual telemetry values observed
until the end of the current report period.
The battery packs on-line ranged from 8.1 to 11.2;"o depth of discharge (DOD) during this report period.
Battery voltages have been maintained within suitable limits with Landsat-3 power management procedure,
excess arral, energy being dissipated through auxiliary loads. Temperatn.es
 ranged from 17.440C to
24.88oC during this report period.
The power subsystem electronics have performed well during this report period with all regulated voltages
stable. Table 3-1 shows major subsystem parameters and Table 3-2 shows power subsystem telemetry for
selected orbits. Some parameters in Table 3-1 may be slightly different from those in Table 3-2 because
Table 3-1 uses a power management time span (night followed by day), whereas the time span used in Table
3-2 is the playback period from the NBR.
Figure 3-3 shows the predicted variation in sun angle to orbit plane and solar panels for Landsat-3,
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66 1404 2711 3662 4001 441
Bell	 1Max 32,41 32, 12 32,92 32,76 33,00 33,00
2 Chile 32,41 32,03 32,02 32.06 33.00 33,00
3 Volt* 32,60 33,00 33,00 32,04 33,09 33,00
4 92,32 32.83 ;12.83 32.06 33,00 32.92
6 32.41 32,92 32.02 32.76 3:1.o0 33,00
0 12,41 32.02 :1:1,00 3J, T6 :11.00 33.08
7 32.64 33.04 :13,0% :12.67 J3,21 33.13
8 32, 32 32.04 12,92 :12, 06 :1:1,00 113.00
Average 32,41 92. U1 32,94 32,74 :13,00 33,03
Hall
	 1 End-of-Night 20,60 29,61 28.60 20,00 20.94 39.26
2 Volt* 29,01 29.61 28,411 29.61 29.86 29.20
3 29.75 20,67 28.76 29.16 30, O9 20.42
4 211.61 20,51 28.411 29.61 211, 86 20.17
6 29.60 211.60 28,611 211,110 21).04 20.34
6 20, 60 29.00 28,58 211,110 2(1,114 29.26
7 311, 76 211168 28, 76 26.16 30,10 21).42
8 29.51 20,43 28,94 211.61 29,86 20, 17
Average 20,(t0 all, 641 28,00 29,60 29.94 29,29
Wit
	
I Chile 12.61 12.79 12,70 12,149 12,85 12.81
2 Share 11.18 12.4:1 11, 00 12.20 12.33 11,111)
:I(i) 11,64 11.00 12,16 11.97 11,82 11,77
4 12.31 12,16 12, t)0 12,27 12,0(1 12.26
6 14, 2ti 111.17 13.65 13.611 13.71 13,116
11 12.64 12,77 12,:Io I'.l,:12 12.38 12, la
7 12,144 12,40 12.63 12,66 12,48 1'2.(m
8 12.11 12,;111 13.17 12.33 12,37 12.41
Bail
	 1 lout 12.81 12.04 12• no 12,78 12, Sit 12, 86
2 share 11.94 12428 11,13 11.86 12.04 11,96
3 ( IX) 11.119 12, 63 12.77 12.511 12.64 12,75
4 12.06 12,311 11,117 11.01 11,611 11,70
6 I a, 88 12.96 12.84 12. 7 3 12,02 1:1,116
6 11.97 12, 34 1:1.40 1:1.49 13.96 1:1, 18
7 12,00 12.63 12.37 1212:1 11. tit) 13.12
6 12,61 11, U9 12,26 13,39 13.12 12.36
IWII
	
I 'romp 15,71) 141.67 16, sit 18,71 10.31 10,20
2 In. 14,31 Ili, 26 ' 6, 62 IS. I N 18. its 17, 7.1
3 (0c) 16, 26 20.3:s tit, '1" 17.00 18, 66 17,112
4 19.46 20,33 20, 7J 21.44 :2.12 21,96
6 10.67 17.74 19,46 20,61 22.12 23.31
(1 16.49 17.16 16,111 17.00 16.40 17, o0
7 20.71 19.80 20, tit) 22, 04 .;I, 04 23. 74
8 17,61'1 17.88 18.44 26.;41 21.48 21,8:1
Average 17.26 17,86 18,24 1111117 20,47 211,411
SJC Rqt Box Pwr, (\\') 148.1111 161,00 160,4:1 1112,66 184.00 160.96
Comp toad Pwr. (%r 9.90 n. 80 6, 39 6, ;1U 6, 3t) ti, 79
(Pi0 SJC Hog tlue Pwr)
ly I. lice Bus Pwr, 14.30 10.110 30.14 25,9T 27.611 27,20
CID Itatia 1.26 1.44 1.96 1.11 1,13 I'm
'rolal Charge (A - M) 253.00 274,31 :110.63 306, 66 2751, 63 :127. 19
Tolal Dlacharpio (A-M) 200.70 190.94 211;1. 811 277,29 24:1, 99 ;loo, 6a
Solar Array (A ht) 1362.00 11;12.00 1162,00 11'10,10 1183,no 1183.00
S.A, Peak 1 (Amp) 14,08 16,03 16.86 17.21) 17.2(1 17.2t)
Midday Array I (Amp) 17.38 i6, or 16.14 111,411 16.411 16.41
Sun Angie (Deg) (y) 7,40 -	 3.77 1.64 1.11 3,4;1 6.91
Max It Pad Temp (oC) 68.40 59.60 69.00 +	 64.40 +	 65.00 +	 64.40
6tln It Pad'remp (oC) 30,67 43.67 30,34 -	 40.00 40.00 38,00
Max L Pad Tamp (°C) 63,84 53,0? 64.61 +	 68,46 +	 58.46 +	 611, 2:1
Min L Pad Temp (°C) -
	
40,71 -	 45,411
-	 43.67 -	 44.21) 43, 67 -	 41,43
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SECTION 4
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
LANDSAT-3
SECTION 4
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS'
Since launch, Landsat-We ACS systems performance has been normal.
In order to conserve freon, the controlled pitch gating program using Pitch Position Bias remains dir,eon-
tined as a mechanism for controlling ground track drift (ground track drift control will be maintained - as
required - by the OA subsystem). Currently, Pitch Position Bias is being implemented to minimize Pitch
flywheel speed and prevent Pitch gating using the Arm, Disarm commands as the controlling functions.
Table 4-1 shows the bias sequences implemented during this report period. Figures 4-1 and 4-3 summarize
Landsat-3 1 s pneumatic gating pattern since launch.












Gates per DayFrom Orbit To Orbit
*








16 Nov 78 +2.90 +2.90 + 2.90 A	 - 9N A N . 17U (+P) 
3570 3724 + 2.90 +2.90 + '3.0° AN  - A	 +6N 0.64 (+P)16 Nov 78 27 Nov 78




3 Jan 79 + 2. 9
0 +2.90 + 3.00 AN 	 6 A N + 10 +PU. 11 (
	 )
4240 4,120 +2.90 + 2.90 + 3.00 A	 - 6N A	 + 1IN 1.00	 P(	 )3 Jan 79 16 Jan 79
4421 -1522
+ 2.9° + 2.9° + 2.9° AN - 6 AN + 9 U16 Jan 70 23 Jan 79
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Flywheel duty cycles are low (3 to 8 percent) I dual scanner mode sun transient response is normal.
Moth SADS are tracking the sun and their motor voltage and to-;hon ► ►ter output signatures are normal.
An orbit adjust (see Section 7) was conducted during Orbit 4059 (21 December 1978). The ACS was commanded
into the Orbit Adjust mode with pneumatics disabled and spacecraft attitude was successfully maintained during
the burn period.
RMPI performed normally in the standby mode when It was commanded ON during the orbit adjust period, as
a backup for the controlling RMP2.
System's temperatures, pressures, voltages and currents have all been normal as shown in the Telemetry
Summary, Tables 4-2, 4-3 and 4 -4.
Table 4-2. Landsat-3 ACS Voltages and Currents
Func Name Units 50 1431 2700 3660 4001 4430
1081 RAIP 1 DITR Volts VDC F F F F F F
1082 IMP 1 hITR Current Amps F F F F F F
1080 RbIP 1 Supply Volts VDC F F F F F F•
1081 RMP 2 MTR Volts VDC 30.50 30.57 30.56 30.51 30.51 30.51
1092 RMP 2 DITR Current Amps 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
1090 IbIP 2 Supply Volts VDC 23.66 23.65 23.63 23.60 23.60 23.60
1220 SAD HT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC 4.64 4.05 4.10 4.06 4.09 4.11
1240 SAT LT AITR WNDNG Volts VDC 6.30 6.50 7.09 6.79 7.20 7.18
1227 SAT RT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 16.48 15.48 16.48 15.48 15.48 16.48
1247 SAT LT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 14.93 14.94 14.94 14.94 14.94 14.94
1056 CLB+6 VDC TbIV 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35
1055 CLB + 10 VDC TMV 2.88 2.88 2.87 2.88 2.88 2.88
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Table 4-3. Landsat-3 ACS Attitude Errors and Driver Duty Cycles
rune N ame Units
O rbit
051 1431 171)0 ,)531) 4001 443+)
1041 Pitch Firs, Error Nic -	 0,13 1,17• 0.40 -	 0,41 0.04 0, 33
1043 Pitch k1ywheel $POW HPhl - IN, J5 311,(j7 151,67 -133,11 -	 4,81 143,70
1030 Pitch NltrOnrCCt1 PCT 3,04 1,01 4,63 7,04 6 ,10 4,30
1039 Pitch Mir Drvr C1%' P;T 1.01 5,41 1110, %37 6.l) 6.11
1030 Holl Fine Error DEO •	 0113 0, t9 1), 10 ') . 1$ 0.14 0.17
1027 11011 filar IIV%heel sPD HP\I 706,30 601,37 604,07 401,01 78J,90 701,16
1020 Holl I'wd t Iywheel 9P3 HPM 761,61 746.75 744.37 734.30 740,07 747, (jG
1022 !loll filar %fir Din, rCC%%' PCT 1,05 0,04 0,30 u11T 1)174 1),63
1075 Noll liver Mir Drvr C11 PCT 6.04 (1,00 711.1 0, 03 0, 07 7,00
1023 Noll Fwd Islir DrvrCC%% PCT 1,03 0,01 1). x; 0,43 0,76 0,116
1024 Holl Fwd Mir Drvr Cw PCT 7190 5,30 01113 0136 7,71 7107
1039 Yaw 1'ach HPAf 14120 1, 60 3,44 10, W 13, 13 97, 00
1033 t aw Mtr Dnr Ctt' PCT 1,90 1,32 1,43 2,14 1, l6 1, 11
1034 Yaw Mir Din, rCC%% PCT 1,72 1,41 J, On 1,77 2100 1,';.1	 i
1111 MD Hight Tech DiM 3.11 4.00 4. 00 3,01) 3,D4 4.1)3
1141 LkD Lott 1'sch D, M 3.73 :1, To :t, TG J. 74 ;, 75 _77
° Pitch Position Hiss Implementaied in IN# Orbit
Table 4-4. Landsat-3 ACS Subsystem Temperature and Pressure Averages
Funo Name Units
i) ,
30 1.I:11 171111 ;11311 411111 { Wu
1004 HMP I Gyro Temperature DGC In, T6 ,.1131) 1;;,10 .1 1, 311 .1-11.47
1004 IL11P 1 G) ro Temparature DGC : 1. ^J 77, 00 To. ou 74,1.11 74. n11 7,,1111
1222 SAD IIT MT It IiSNG Temp DGC .111:1. 16,71 17.:1 J0, 17
1:41 SA 1) L 	 NITH IISNG Temp DGC' 16,7: 31., l0 31. 1 14 e1 4J
1:23 SAD NT %rrn 11'NDNG Temp DGC 19,94 .15,17 J3, 66 J7, 9c J7, .4 J6,.11
1243 SAD l:r NITFI WNDNG Temp DGC .17, 1.3 :0,47 :30,x7 2,511 ,.	 ,JU r1,+lb
1228 SAD IIT ING Pressure PSI (J. 93 ?,1.0 7, nu •,1.0 1 0
1248 SAD la' ING Pressure PSI 7.31 T. 31 JI J1, P.
1007 FW D scanner MTH Temp DGC JI, 10 14, 33 .16, :11 :u, 7 111, 4
10111 liar scannor KITH Temp DGC 212.64 J4. 7G J6. 17 :+, ,{ :!), n1,
1003 FWD scanner Pressure Psl 7117 0, Ill 3, tin 14
1012 Hear Scouter Pressure PSI 6,03 7,14 7,nq ot,
1212 Gas Tank Pressure PSI 1000,10 19(13,44 1!1,;7,14 1920,7:'. Ial :,ll I+;1,1.:.
1210 Gas Tank Temperature DGC 19.7G :3,31 J 1.14 J6, 9: 27, 14 21,, 41
1213 Manifold Pressure Psl .)!1.,11 30,1) 30, 1 1 1
1211 Manifold rempersture 06C• Is, 46 J:1, 11 14,1+
1059 C LG Parer Sup Card 'Ibmp UGC' 31, 36 As 73 1.i, n7 n, 1 : ,,1n
1.1 60 T1101 L HP DGC 13. 15 , In :7.	 ,11 J	 I, a , J9, +7 19,	 • I
1.1 61 TIIO.1 LDP DGC I It, 11 :1.011 .,	 ,	 I I .	 . ,7 ,4
1:162 THOS LFIP DGC 16,64 ill. 'JA .J,mI 11.:1 11..11, -„4:
1263 TIIOI STS MW 1.1,-1 11.14 1. t4
1264 TII0.1 JTF DGC 11., 73 9, 91. 7. J4 ^,,	 { 4 '•I
1165 TII03 s`rs UGC ;:1 1,,ili v, l,. a 1.
1266 1'HCU srh DOC II, 7.46
1267 THO3 ST6 DGC 1.,37 0,39 1 1	 ,.1 1 471
1224 SAD N 1 ss1• UGC ail, 1tl 41., lt1 {1..:;7 IJ,"n 4l. 7,
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The Command Clock Subsystem operated aominally in this report period.
ECAAi SMART-2 (WBVTR-1 Headwheel Current Protect) fired duri•.g Orbit 1871 (July 17, 1078), it is set at
a value below critical range. Tests made in Orbit 1878 were normal so standard operations were required.
SMART 4 and 5 (WBVTR-1, 2 End of Tape Protection) were activated during Orbit 1887 (July 26, 1078).
SMART 6 (Back-up End of Tape Protection using analog tape footage indicator), which is in the monitor mode,
was set prior to launch near the End of Tape. During operations in Orbit 3100 (October 21, 1078) the tape
was operated outside the setting and the SMART circuit tripped as expected. Since the circuit is only a moni-
tor at present no operational activities was affected. This SMART Circuit is intended for use as a varii:l 1 -
tape position protector if required.
GMT was retarded 1 second on 31 December 1078 at 23:50:60. Subsequently, during Orbit 4202 on 1 January
1870, the spacecraft clock was set back 3 seconds.
Figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 show clock performance since launch. The clock of Landsat 3 drifts in the same
direction as Landsat-2.
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'fable 5-1. Command Clock Telemetry Summary
Furl Name Units
O 1
34 1431 3711 3550 4001 -1430
8005 Pri, Power Supply Temp DGC 41.25 -12.97 42. 81 42.23 44,04 43. 15
8000 Iced, Power Supply Temp DGC 41.59 43.37 43, IS 43.81 44.41 43.71
8007 Pri. Ose. Temp DGC 30,28 30.77 30.34 31.10 31.05 31.21
80011 lied, Ose. Temp DGC 31.21 31.61 31.15 :31.63 32. 53 31.80
soot) Pri, Osc. Output TAIV 1.05 1.00 1, 06 1.07 1.08 1.07
8010 lied. Soo. Output TAIV 1.3.1 1,25 1.25 1. 25 1.25 1.25
8011	 1 100 KIN TAIV 3.13 3.13 3.13 3, 13 3.13 3. 13
8012 10 Kiiz TAIV .1.07 3.07 3.06 3.06 3.07 3.06
8013 2.5 Kllz TAIV 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.95 1.95
8014 •100 Ilz TAIV 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4,45 4.45
8015 Pri. + 4V Power Supply VDC 2.05 3.05 2.05 3.05 2.05 2.05
8016 lied. + 4V Power Supply VDC 1.97 1.97 1.97 1.97 1.97 1.97
3017 Pri. + 6V Power Supply VDC 2.28 2.37 3,27 2.27 2.27 2.28
8018 lied. + 6V Power Supply VDC 2.35 2.35 2.25 2,'35 2.25 2.215
8019 Pri. -GV Power Supply VDC 5.25 5,25 5,35 5,25 5.25 5.25
8020 Ned. - 6V Power Supply VDC 5.2:1 5.23 5.23 5,2:3 5,23 5.2:1
8021 Pri. - 23V Power Supply VDC 5.70 5.70 5.70 5.70 5.70 5.70
8022 lied. - 33V Power Supply VDC 5.80 5.80 5.8o 5.80 5.80 5, 80
8023 Pri. - 29V Power Supply VDC 5.42 5.11:1 5. -1:3 5. •1:3 5.43 5.4:3
8034 Ned. - 29V Power Supply VDC 5.38 40 5.39 5.:39 5.40 5.39
8101 CIU A - 12N' VDC :3.95 3.	 '.5 .1.95 3.95 3.951 3.95
8102 CIU B - 12V VDC 3.98 3.95 3.99 3.91) :3.99 3.()9
810:1 CIU A - 5V VDC 4.12 -1.12 •1.1.2 1, 1.3 4.12 4.13
8104 CIU B - 5V VDC 4. 15 4.15 -1.15 4.15 4.15 4.15
8105 CIU A Temp. DGC 32.53 22.01 32,02 22.48 3:1.0.1 22.70
8106 CIU B 'Temp. DGC 30.36 19.96 19.98 20.:3:3 20. 8:3 20. 52
8301 Receiver RF-A Temp. DGC 28.70 28.71) 38.48 29.01 30.06 29.30
8202 Ne,!eiver RF-B Temp. DGC 21.71 31.76 21.30 22.06 33.37 22.:313
8203 D MOD A Temp DGC 36.00 36.55 :16.35 :36.80 37.59 :17.09
830.1 D DIOD B Temp DGC 35.27 25.50 25.31 25.79 26.71) 26, 09
8305 liet-_iver A AGC DBAI -81.89 -86.05 -85.71 -91.10 -92.78 -8.1.89
8206 Receiver B AGC DBAI F T' F F F I.'
8207 Amp. A Output 1'AR' 2.41 2.35 2.44 3.33 2.39 2.55
8308 Amp. B Output TAR' I' F I 1 F F
8209 Freq. Shift Key A Out TAIV 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08
8210 Freq. Shift Key B Out TAIV F F 1 F F F
8.3 11 Amp. A Output TAR' 1.12 1.10 1, l 1 1.10 1, to 1.11
831'2 Amp, B Output TMA' F F F F F F
8315 D MOD A - 19V TAR' 5.01 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02
8216 D MOD B- 15V TAR' F F F F F F
8217 Regulator A - lUV TMV 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.52 5,52
8238 Regulator B- IOV TAR' F 1•' I 1 I I
8 311 SCAM Memory Temp DGC 16.18 15.413 15,22 10.25 16.79 10.37
,312 ECAAI Pwr. Sup Temp DGC 19.59
	 1 16.80 16.43 18, 13 18.99 18.42
F _ Unit OFF







The TLAt Subsystem has operated nominally during this report period. Table 6-1 shows typical telemetry
values since launch. All a..s nominal. Landsat-3 has redundant capability and "A" units have boon oper-
ated since launch. Telemetry format "0" (fast verify) is in use.
Table 6-1. TMP Telemetry Values
Func Name Units
Orbit
33 14:31 3711 3550 4001 4430
09001 Power Supply A +5V TAIV 4.70 4.69 4.69 4.69 4, fib -1.68
09002 Power Supply B +GV TAIV F F F F F F
09003 Power Supply A +15V TAR' 4.90 •1. Ulf 4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90
09004 Power Supply B +15V TAIV F F F F F F
09005 Power Supply A • 6V TAIV 5.65 5.65 5.63 5.65 5.65 5.65
09006 Power Supply B -6V TAR' F F F F F F
09007 Power Supply A -15V TMV 4.97 8.97 4.97 1.97 4.97 .1.97
09008 Power Supply B -15N' TAIV F F F F F F
09009 Power Supply A -22V 'TAIV 5.35 5.35 5.35 5. 35 5. 35 5.35
09010 Power Supply B -22V TAR' F F F F F F
09011 Power Supply A +6V TAIV 4.82 4.82 •1. 82 4.82 •1. 83 •1, 61
09013 Power Supply B +6V TAR' F F F F F F
09013 Power Supply A Temp DGC 26.66 26.85 27.81 39. 14 30.38 31.48
09011 Power Supply B Temp DGC 25.10 23.50 24.56 26. 10 37.50 28.62
19015 Temperature C DGC 19.19 19.118 30.60 33.32 23.74 24.87
09100 Reflected Power DBAI 7.61 7.79 6.94 6.92 7.05 5.66
09101 \A1TR A -30 VDC TAIV 3. 87 3.90 3.90 3.90 il. 90 3.90
091112 \Al'TR B -20 VDC TAIV F F F 1. F F
09103 NAITR A - 'Temp DGC 21.01 17.73 19.16 20.08 21.49 22. Gil
09101 NAITR B - Temp DGC 21, 89 18.60 30.05 20. 97 22.43 23. 54
09105 \MTR A Power Output DBM 28.73 28.86 38.90 38.91 28.96 28.97
09106 1 XAITR B Power Output DBAI F F F F F F
F	 Unit OFF
I'S -..	 0-1 2
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ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
An orbit adjust was performed during Orbit 4030 (21 December 1978) to correct the spacecraft's eastward
ground track drift. The ACS was commanded into the Orbit Adjust mode with pneumatics enabled and the OA
system's performance was normal.
The minus X thruster was fired for 12.8 seconds and the spacecraft's altitude was increased by 85, 7 meters.
Burn efficiency was calculated at 101. 11,1.
Figures 7-1, 7-2, 7-3 and 7-4 show the OA and ACS system's performance during the orbit adjust maneuver.
Table 7-1 summarizes all of the OAS system's operations since launch.
Table 7-2 shows typical telemetry values for the OAS during its quiescent periods. Variations i n thrust
































Figure 7-2. ACS 2 - Landsat-3 OA
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Figure 7-3. ACS 3 - Landsat-3 OA
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Table 7-2. Landsat-3 OAS Telemetry Values
Func Name Units
Orbit
140 1430 2700 3660 4001 4430
2001 Prop. Tank Temp. DGC 15.55 17.64 18.05 18.80 10.72 20.14
2003 Thrust Chamber No. 1 (-x) DGC 28.15 35.34 32.15 33.01 33.01 29.63
Temp.
2004 Thrust Chamber No. 2 (+x) DOC 32.88 30.77 35.01 38.15 38.21 38.01
Temp.
2005 Thrust Ciu n' ^	 No. 3 (-y) DGC 50.31 36.51 43.00 45.17 40.62 53.07
Temp.











MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATION ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
The MMCA's operational mode has not been altered from its launch configuration.
Presently, no plan exists to implement MMCA compensation. Payload operations have not generated un-
usual magnetic torques that result in buildup of spacecraft momentum.
MMCA telemetry values are shown in Table 8-1.
Table 8-1. MMCA Telemetry Values
Orbit
Func Name Units 4 1431 2700 3550 4001 4430
4001 AL Board Temp DGC 17.66 17.52 17.56 17.76 18.23 17.93
4002 Al Board Temp DGC 20.31 20.23 20.31 20.48 21.06 20.77
4003 Hall Current TMV 3.6.E 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62
4004* Yaw Flex Density TMV 3.24 3.22 3.23 3.22 3.23 3.23
4005* Pitch Flux Density TMV 3.20 3.19 3.20 3.18 3.18 3.18
4006* Roll Flux Density TMV 3.15 3.12 3.12 3.12 3.11 3.12














	 UNIFIED S-BAND/PREMODULATION PROCESSOR (USB/PMP)
The USB Subsystem has operated nominally in this report period.
Table 9-1 shows telemetry values since launch. Al l
 are nominal. The transmitter has maintain
indicated power output of about 1.6 watts since la y , h..
USB transmitter signal levels measured at Goldstone witis the spacecraft successively at the sam
6
	 space show continuous satisfactory USA performance.




50 1521 2721 3552 4001 4430
11001 USB Rcvr AGC dBm -101.62 -93.62 -109.30 -120.68 -108.06 -121.98
11002 USB Xmtr Pwr W 1.65 1.65 1.67 1.69 1.69 1.66
11003 USB Rcvr Error loz 1.81 3.63 2.92 6.25 3.76 3.80
11004 USB Xpond Temp DGC 24.63 22.50 23.81 24.94 25.78 26.24
11005 USB \pond Press PSI 17.00 16.95 17.00 17.00 17.00 17.00
11007 USB Xmtr A -15V VDC F F F F F F
11008 USB Xmtr B -15V VDC 2.35 2.36 2.36 2.35 2.36 2.35
11009 USB Range -15V VDC 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05
11101 PMP Pwr A Volt VDC F F F F F F
11102 PMP Pwr B Volt VDC -	 15.11 -15.10 -	 15.10 -	 15.05
- 15.06 -	 15.06
11103 PMP Temp A DGC 21.48 17.29 19.79 21.46 22.71 24.90
11104 PMP Temp B DGC 25.96 22.18 24.48 26.43 27.64 29.78




















Search Track Data and Backup Timers in the Auxiliary Processing Unit (APU) operated satisfactorily
throughout tW4 report period. Telemetry for the APU is shown in Table 10-1.
The Power Switching Module (PSM), containing the switching relays for power to the OAS, MSS, WBVTR
No. 1 and No. 2, RBV and PRM, functioned normally. During this report period, the MSS as well as
WBVTR No. 2 power circuits, have been operated on a regular basis. RBV and WBVTR No. 1 power cir-
cuits have been used less frequently.
The Interface Switching Module performed all switching& normally during this report period.
The Auxiliary Load Controller (ALC) performed all switching normally during this report period.
Table 10 - 1. Landsat-3 APU Telemetry Functions








































Since launch, Landsat-3 1 s Thermal Control Subsystem has prov.ded satisfactory temperature control for
all of the spacecraft equipment.
K
Table 11 -1 summarizes average subsystem temperature telemetry values taken from representative
`	 orbits that occurred during the ten months of Landsat -3 1 s existence.
Average temperature in the sensory ring bays are plotted in Figure 11-1.
During this report period, the sun intensity increased from 1.010 to 1 . 032 times the mean value. Increas:,
in the sun angle to the spacecraft decreased night length. Consequently the average spacecraft tempera-
tures were slightly higher during this report period.
I
A history of compensation load switching since launch is shown in Table 11-2. Compensation load 8 was
turned on in Orbit 65 (10 March 1978) to increase the temperature of MSS and remained on during this
report period.
Compensation loads 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were on from orbit 3074 (12 October 1978) to orbit 3080
(12 October 1978) as part of the MSS band 5 test effort. All compensation loads except comp load number
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Orbits 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8
Launch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 X X X 0 X X
34 0 0 K X X X X X
48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
3074 X X X X X 0 X X
3081 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
SECTION 12
NARROUSAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBR)
LANDSAT-3
SECTION 12
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBR)
The Narrowband Recorder Subsystem operated satisfactorily throughout the entire report period, both Re-
corders alternating in Record and Playback modes with a nominal one minute overlap.
Table 12-1 gives cumulative operating hours for Moth Recorders by mode, and Table 12-2 gives typical tele-
metry values.
Table 12-1. NBR Operating Hours by Mode











Table 12-2. Narrow Band Tape Recorder Telemetry Values
Orbits
Func Name Units 30/31 1524/25 2795/96 3541/3560 3003/3911 4453/54
10001 A-Motor Current nu?
Record 182.47 182.47 182.47 182.47 182.47 182.47
P/B 179.38 177.83 177.$3 177.83 177.83 176.29
10101 B-Motor Current mA
Record 150.00 143.88 139.29 140.81 140.81 130,22
P/ B 142.34 142.34 134.69 133,16 133.16 133.16
10002 A-Pwr Supply Cur nut
Record 167,67 170.95 167.57 170.95 170.95 570.95
P/B 387.12 383.75 380.39 383.75 383.75 383.75
10102 B-Pwr Supply Cur mA
Record 180.07 186.66 183.33 186.66 186,66 186.66
P/ B 400.62
1
419.95 419.95 413.32 413.32 413.32
10003 A-Recorder Temp DGC 20.43 17.61 20.43 20.65 22.39 22.39
10103 B-Recorder Temp DGC 19.35 21.30 31.52 20.87 20.87 23.0.1
10004 A-Pwr Supply VDC -24.37 -24.38 -24.50 -34.50 -24.50 -24.50
10104 B-Pwr Supply BDC -24.38 -24.38 -24, :J -24.02 -24.62 -24.62
LS-^;	 1'.-1 '3
SECTION 13








WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WBTS)
The WBTS has operated nominally in this report period.
Table 13-1 shows typical telemetry values.
Signal levels measured at Goldstone with the spacecraft successively at the same points in space,
show continuously satisfactory performance.
Table 13-1. Typical Wideband Subsystem Telemetry
F unc* Name Units
Orbit
34/50 1521 2721 3652 4001 4430
12001 'romp TWT Coll DGC 39.38 39.13 38.13 31.88 34.81 38.13
12101 29.07 30.00 26.60 28,20 29.07 28.12
12002 Cur. Helix mA 4.73 4.79 4.80 4.74 4.71 4.80
12102 6.50 6.22 6.06 6.11 6.12 6.15
12003 Cur. Cath mA 44.50 44.40 44.03 43.92 43.88 43.93
12103 40.32 39.53 39.41 39.32 39,32 29.28
12004 Forward Power dBm 42.04 42.25 42.26 42.24 42.25 42.25
42.46 42.79 42.79 42.77 42.75 42.75
12005 Refl. Pwr, dBm 30.00 30.00 28.62 28.56 28.65 28.65
12105 31.80 31.74 31.35 31.31 31.31 31.24
12227 Mod A Volt Loop
Stress MIIz +1.45 -0.81 -1.04 -1.26 -1.34 -1.28
12228 Mod B Loop Stress MHz 1.26 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.01. 0.13
12229 Temp. Mod DGC 14.51 17.25 17.14 17.95 18.36 18.15
12232 +15 VDC Pwt Supply TMV 2.68 2.69 2.69 2.69 2.68 2.69
12234 -15 VDC Pwr Supply TMV 4.38 4.34 4.35 4.32 4.33 4.34
12236 +5 VDC Pwr Supply TMV 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05
12238 -5 VDC Pwr Supply TMV 5.18 5.13 5. l3 5.14 :.16 5.17
12240 -24 VDC Unreg Pwr TMV 6.15 6.12 6.12 6.07 6.08 6.08
12242 'temp. Inv. DGC 18.45 17.75 18.30 19.49 19.81 19.60




ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
LANDSAT-;3
SECTION 14
ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The ANIS is a passive radiometric balance sensor which operates in the 14 - 16 micron IR Band. AAIS Tele-
metry Values are shown in Table 14-1.
The. AMS was launched in the OFF mode (LAID 774). It was turned ON during Orbits 5 and 17 and has been
performing normally since then.
Table 14-1. AMS Telemetry Values
Func Name Unit
Orbits
6 1431 2700 3550 4001 4430
3004
3005
Case - Temp 1
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SECTION 15
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
The WBVTR subsystem (Recorders 1 and 2) operated satisfactorily during this report period. Minor
syno error counts have averaged below 5 per 10 seconds.
Tables 15-1, 15-2 and 15-3 show typical telemetry values for various recorded functions and modes. Figure
15-1 shows tape usage for Recorders 1 and 2.
Table 15-1. Telemetry Values for WBVTR -1 and -2
Func Name Unit
Orbits
42/45 1525/30 2795/96 3542 4021 4381
13022 Tape Unit Press PSI 16.25 16.12 16.12 16.12 16.12 16.12
13023 Tape Unit Temp DGC 16.08 13.62 15.92 15.47 15.54 16. 1,
13024 Elect U. Temp DGC 18.42 12.69 15.38 13.84 14.10 14. A
13032 Limiter Volt V73P -,.38 1.38 1.38 1.40 1.40 1.40
13034 + 5.6 VDC Conv VDC 5.67 5.47 5.30 5.47 5.65 5.93
13122 Tape Unit Press PSI 17.15 17.00 17.00 17.13 17.13 17.14
13123 Tape Unit Temp DGC 16.75 16.30 15.26 16.11 18.45 18.92
13124 Elect. U. Temp DGC 19.62 18.07 14.79 14.62 19.41 18.34
13132 Limiter Volt VPP 1.31 1.31 1.33 1.31 1.31 1.31
13134 + 5.6 VDC Conv VDC 5.42 5.27 5.70 5.51 5.53 5.54
LS-3	 15-1
i.x
Table 15-2. Telemetry Values for WBVTR-1
Orbit
42/45 1524/25 2795/96* 3560 3903 4454Func Name Units
13029 InputP/B Voltage VPP
Record 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Playback 0.89 0.86 0.45 0,61 0 , 70 0.74
Rewind 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Stx.dby 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00
13028 Capstan Motor 1 AMP
Record 0.35 0,33 0,35 0.35 0.32 0,28
Playback 0 . 40 0.34 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.28
Rewind 0.23 0,16 0.17 0,17 0.17 0,17
Standby 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13030 Headwheel Motor 1 AMP
Record 0.50 0,48 0.47 0,45 0,45 0.49
Playback 0.48 0.42 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.47
Rewind 0.41 0,37 0,40 0.38 0.37 0.38
Standby 0.43 0,37 0,41 0.38 0.38 0.38
13031 Recorder Input I AMP
Record 3.17 2.89 3.03 2.82 2.82 2.94
Playback 3.03 2.58 3.24 2.68 2.65 2.61
Rewind 1.60 1.42 1.64 1,42 1,40 1.37
Standby 1.28 1.25 1.32 1.10 1.10 1.. 0
13033 Servo Voltage PCT
Record 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Playback 49.10 49.43 49.27 49.54 49.60 49.65
Rewind 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00
Standby 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00
13026 Capstan Motor Spd PCT
Record 101,64 102,82 101,64 102,23 102,23 102,23
Playback 101.05 102,82 100,45 102.23 102,23 102.23
Rewind 108,15 106,38 107,56 106,38 105.68 105,78
Standby 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13027 Headwheel Motor Spd PCT
Record 101.13 101, _3 102.18 101.13 101.13 101.13
Playback 101,65 10 1 , 100.60 101.13 101,13 101.13
Rewind 102.71 102,:	 f 103.23 102,1.8 102,13 102,18
Standby 102.71 102,18 101,65 102,70 100,60 102.70






Table 15-3. Telemetry Values for WBVTR -2
Func Name Units 42/45 15.10 1 2795/96* 3560 3903 4455
13129 Input P/B Voltage VPP
Record 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Playback 0.58 0.61 0.80 0.60 0.58 0.54
Rewind 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Standby 0.00 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13128 Capstan Motor 1 AMP
Record 0.45 0.37 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.30
Playback 0.28 0.37 0.28 0.32 0.30 0.36
Rewind 0.18 0.20 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.16
Standby 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00
13130 lieadwhe,.l Motor 1 AMP
Record 0.43 0.48 0.45 0.48 0.47 0.46
Playback 0.47 0.47 0.45 0.45 C,45 0.45
Rewind 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.38 0 40 0.40
Standly 0.42 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.40 0.40
13131 Recorder Input I AMP
Record 2.39 2.67 2.15 2.32 2.15 2.33
Playback 2.79 2.64 1.82 2.24 2.24 3.24
Rewind 1.20 1.28 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.08
Standby 1.03 1.05 0.91 0.91 0.84 0.91
13133 Servo Voltage PCT
Record 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Playback 50.29 50.49 50.68 50.78 50.6b 50.'18
Rewind 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Standby 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13126 Capstan Motor Spd PCT
Record 98.35 98.35 99.00 99.00 98.35 98.35
Playback 96.41 97.06 99.00 97.06 97.06 97.06
Rewind 98.35 99.00 97.70 97.70 97.70 97.06
Standby 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13127 Headwheel Motor Spd PCT
Record 104.09 104.09 103.48 104.09 103.48 103.48
Playback 102.87 102.87 104.09 102.87 102.87 102.87
Rewind 103.97 105.32 104.70 104.70 104.70 104.70
Standby 104.10 105.32 104.70 165.32 102.87 103.48












































RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV)
The RBV operated satisfactorily during this period.
The white-clip anomaly continues to occur occasionally In the first five percent of the Image format of Camera
1. No cause has been determined to date.
RBV scenes are transmitted to Canada, Brazil, Italy, Iran and Japan, as well as to U.S. stations. For the
first time, more scenes are transmitted to foreign stations than to the U.S.
Table 16-1 gives typical telemetry values for the RBV subsystem. Tables 16 -2 and 16-3 give telemetry values
for Prepare, Read and Hold modes for Lie two RBV Cameras. (Several temperature values, such as 14203,
Elect. Temp. tend to be high for long RBV on Times. They are normal in such cases.)






2795 3541 3903 4430
14001 CCC Board Temp 31.84 20.49 21.05 21.601 21.60 21.60
14002 CCC Pwr. Sup. Temp DGC 23.39 21.60 22.15 23.81 23.26 23.26
14003 15 Vdc Sup. TNIV 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.97 3.97
14004 +6 V, -5, VDC Sup. T11V 3.07 3.07 3.07 3.07 3.05 3.05
14100 * VII) Output V TMV 0.83 1.10 2. 1' 3.:0 3.20 1.35
14200 0.76 1.50 1.92 1.12 2.22 2, ill
14102 * Comb. Align Cur. TMV 4.15 4.15 4.17 4.15 4.1.5 4.15
14202 4.13 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15
14103 * Elec Temp DGC 19.23 18.28 18.28 20.49 20.49 20.49
11203 23.45 20.39 22.60 25.36 26.47 28.68
14104 * LV Pwr Sup T. DGC 19.05 18.39 17.83 21.15 21.15 21.15
14204 23,10 19.94 22.15 24.91 26.02 27.68
14105 * Defl. Pwr. Sup. +10 VDC Th1V 4,02 4.00 4.02 4.02 4.02 4.02
14205 4.05 4.05 4.07 4.07 4.07 4.07
14106 * L. V. P. S. +6 V, -6. 3 VDC TMV 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77
14206 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75
14107 * Ther. Elec. Cur. TMV 3.02 3.52 2.70 2.72 2.72 2.75
14207 2.57 2.57 2.50 2.55 2.55 2.55
14108 * Vid. Fil. Cur. TMV 2.62 2.57 2.60 2.57 2.37 2.57
14208 2.38 2.62 2.65 2.57 2.60 2.57
14110 Vid. Tgt. Volt TMV 3.55 3.52 3.37 3.37 3.37 3.37
14210 3.06 3.32 3.32 3.40 3.45 3.42
14113 , Vert Def V TNn' 3.20 2.96 3.05 3.02 3.02 3.02
14213 2.78 2.97 2. 9.; 2.95 2.95 2.95
14114 VID FTP DGC 24.10 23.lu 23.65 22.55 22.55 22.55*
14214 23.90 22.09 22.60 31.57 21.57 21,57
14115 Foc Coil T DGC 19.80 18.18 18.73 30.94 21.49 2	 s,
14215 1	 20.00 18.18 18.73 20.94 21.49 20.94
* 1411: refers to Camera 1; 142.,X.1 refers to Camera 2
LS-3	 16-1
Table 10-2. Camera No. 1 Telemetry (Values In TMV)
Func Name Units Mode
Orb,t
34 1525 2795 3541 3903 4430
14101 Focus I TMV Prep 1.06 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.65 1.65
Read 2.77 2.77 2.77 2.77 2.90 2.77
Hold 0.55 0.52 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.52
14109 Grid V TMV Prep 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72
Read 2.20 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.20 2.20
Hold 4.15 4.17 4.15 4.17 4.17 4.17
14111 Cath I TMV Prep 3.10 3.12 3.12 3.10 3.10 3.10
Read 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77
Hold 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
14112 Hor Def TMV Prep 2.00 2.00 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02
Read 3.42 3.45 3.47 3.45 3.45 3.45
Hold 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14120 + 500 V TMV Prep 1.07 1.05 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.05
Read 4.17 4.17 4.20 4.17 4.20 4.17
Hold 4.17 4.17 4.20 4.17 4.17 4.17
1
+3 4
Table 16-3. Camera No.2 Telemetry (Values in TMV)
Func Name Units Mode
Orbit
34 1525 2795 3541 3903 4453
14201 Focus I TMV Prep 1.57 1.55 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.60
Read 2.70 2.67 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.72
Hold 0.50 0.47 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.52
14209 Grid V TMV Prep 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
Read 1.90 1.92 1.92 1.90 1.90 1.90
Hold 4.15 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.20 4.1;
14211 Cath I TMV Prep 3.30 3.32 3.32 3.30 3.30 3.30
Read 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90
Hold 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
14212 Hor Def TMV Prep 1.67 1.72 1.65 1.67 1.70 1.70
Read 3.45 3.05 3,05 3.02 3.02 3.02
Hold 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
14220 + 500 V T11IV Prep 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
Read 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25









MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM (MSS)
Bands 1 through 4 operate nominally. From mid-August through mid-October line start pulses were occasion-
ally missed by the scanner, and a late line start was generated by the MUX. During Orbit 3081 on 12 October
1978, Scan Monitor Light Source B was substituted for Light Source A. Line start pulses have been normal
since then.
Band 5 is now in Its 14th outgas cycle. It has operated nominally, but with gradually declining sensor respon-
sivity,
Table 17-1 shows typical telemetry values since launch. All are nominal.
Table 17-2 shows the history of sensor response to a constant input radiance level. All sensors are satis-
factory, with the exception of: Sensor 26 which failed during the Bth outgo cycle; and Sensor 26 which has
declining responsivity. The line length history shown is satisfactory. Table 17-3 showi the gain history, or
responsivity, of Sensors 28 and 26. In the last month of this quarter, analysis of the latest sun calibration
data Indicates an average 67c rise for this quarter In all sensors of Bands 1 through 4. Sensor 26 In Band S
shows a similar improvement. The cause is being studied.
Figure 17- LA and IB show the number of scenes Imaged at each geographic location this quarter. Figure,
17-1A shows the scenes taken during the north-to-se-ith passage from all 6 bands, Figure 17-ID shows the
scenes taken during the south-to-north passage (i.e. , the 'night' side of the earth) from the Infrared sensors
in Band b. The Antarctica, therefore, is at the top of this map, and the northern-most earth latitudes are at
the bottom.
Figures 17-2A and B similarly show the number of scenes imaged at each geographic location since launch„
Figure 17-2A shows daylight scenes, all going N to S, top to Bottom on the figures. Figure 17-2B shows night
scenes, all going S to N, top to bottom on the figures.
Only those scenes received by the U.S. ground stations are shown. Scenes transmitted to Canada, Brazil,
Iran, Japan and Italy (60"t, of the total) are not shown. For the first time, more acenes were transmitted to
foreign users than to the U.S.
„,	 .
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Table 17-1. M88 Analog Telemetry - Landsat 3
Funs Name Units
Orbit
50 1521 2721	 3552 4001 4430
15021 Band 5 15V TMV F 4.80 F 4.76 4.75 4.75
15022 Band 5 PA Case Temp DOC 11.15 13.80 14.27 15.68 17.16 17.63
15025 Ch 25 Bias TMV F 3.67 F 6.34 6.36 6.37
15026 Ch 26 Bias TMV F 3.61 F 3.67 3.68 3.70
15040 Mux -6 V VDC 6. lU 6.17 6.18 6.19 6.18 6.18
15041 A/D Conv Ref. Voltage VDC 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.00 3.60
15042 Avg Den Data Trans TMV 1.02 2.13 2.06 2.04 2.20 2.15
15043 Fiber Opt Plate 1 Temp DGC 13.92 15.31 16.70 17.59 19.09 19.57
15044 Fiber Opt Plate 2 Temp DGC 12.66 13.59 14.62 15.53 17.18 17.70
15045 Multiplexer Temp ^GC 18.37 17.29 17. bt 10.76 21.03 21.74
15046 Elect. Cover Tamp DGC 14 . 23 17 . 99 18.81 19 . 92 21.40 21.97
15047 Power Supply Temp DGC 14.31 15.70 16.77 17.99 19.76 20.44
15048 Scan Mirror Reg Temp DGC 12.61 13.77 15.17 16.32 18.16 19.05
15049 Scan Mirror Drive Elect. T. DGC 12.94 14.45 15 . 76 16 . 95 18.99 19.91
13030 Scan Mirror Drive Coil T DOC 12.69 13 . 85 15 . 27 16.30 18. ) 4 19.04
15051 Scan Mirror Temp DGC 12.25 13 . 16 14.73 15.75 17.45 18.40
15052 Rot Sht Hog Temp DGC 13.93 13.11 16.40 17.28 18.78 19.28
15053 Scn Mirror Reg Volt VDC 24.02 23.34 23.35 23.34 23,33 23.34
15034 Cal Lamp Current mA 112.50 112.56 112.50 112.50 112.50 112.50
15055 BD 1 15V TMV 5.07 5.07 5.07 5.07 5.07 5.07
15056 BD 2 15 V TMV 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 00.03 5.05
15057 BD 3 15 V TMV 5.10 5.10 5.10 5.10 5.10 5.10
15058 BD 4 15 V TMV 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.01 5.02
15059 TLAI -15 V VDC -	 15.17 -	 15.17 -	 15.17 -	 15.17 -	 15.17 -	 15.17
15060 SM Reg +12 V/-6 V TMV 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 5.00
15061 Logic +5 V TAN 4.87 4.87 4.85 4.87 4.87 4.87
15062 +19 V Rect Out TAN 5.90 5.89 6.02 5.90 5.90 5.90
15063 -19 V Rect Out TMV 4.30 4.22 4.31 -1.22 4.22 4.22
15064 BD 1 HVA TMV 5.00 5.00 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02
15065 BD l HVB TIN IV F F F F F F
15066 BD 2 HVA TMV 5.04 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05
15067 BD 3 HVB TAR' F F F F F F
15068 BD 3 HVA TAIV 5.00 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02
15069 BD 3 HVB TAIV F F F' 1' F F'
15070 Shtr Mir Con, Int. TAfV 2.55 2.54 2.53 3.54 2.53 2.33
15071 Scan Mirror Drive VDC -	 7.95 -	 7.99 -	 8.01 -	 8.01 -	 8.02 -	 8.02
1 15080 RAD Cool Iat Stg T DGC F -112.60 -112.63 -111.97 -111.81 112.22
115081 RAD Cool 2nd Stg W T UGC 1 -181.00 .1 81.00 -181.00 -181.00 -118.00
1508L' RAD Coal 2nd Stg N 'r DGC F -180.52	 1 -1 W. 0 -180.60 -180.47 -180.18
r




Table 17-2. MSS Response History - Landsat-3
Quantum Level for Constant Calibration Lamp Input
(0 = Blacki 63 = White)
Q. L. Average Value c( Chg 
I
in Orbit Since
Bend Sensor at lot Turn On lot 3 Quar This 'guar L lunch
1 54 48 51 - 6
2 49 44 47 - 4
1 3 48 46 50 + 4
4 50 44 47 - 6
5 51 46 48 - 6
6 48 42 45 - 6
7 55 51 54 - 2
8 56 53 56 0
9 52 47 50 - 4
2 10 53 43 52 - 2
11 56 52 54 - 4
12 53 51 54 + 2
13 56 53 55 - 2
14 55 53 56 + 2
1^ 53 49 51 - 4
3 16 51 50 52 + 2
17 57 50 57 0
18 53 52 54 + 2
19 32 33 35 + 9
20 34 35 38 +12
21 38 39 41 + 8
4 22 34 35 38 +12
23 35 36 38 + 9
24 30 3: 33 +10
5 25* 42.72 Q Q Q
26* 39.54 32.63 38.11 - 31
Lbie Length 3187 3186 3185 -0.06
* = GAIN for sensors; meas. immed. after cooldown, and normalized to gain step 6.
Q Failed during 7th outgas period (July 9-11)
Q "	
.31?-3
Table 17-3. Gain for Sensors Measured Immediately After Cooldown




Cycle Orbit Sons. 25 Sens. 26 Comment
1078:
3-21 1 222 42.72 30.54
4-3 2 403 (38.85) (35.66) 36 hours after Cooldown
4-17 3 598 42.45 30.17
5-3 4 821 (40.11) (37.42) 2 hours after Cooldow::
5-25 5 1120 40.23 38.14
6-19 tl 1476 35.47 34.61
7-12 'l 1700 Q 33.57
8-11 8 2215 Q 32.63
0-8 9 2606 Q 31.16
10-13 1G 3095 Q 31.1b
11-9 11 3471 Q 20.67
12-7 12 3861 Q 28.11
1979:
1-2 13 4224 Q 27.45
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Figure 17-2A. Map of MSS Scenes in N-S
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SECTION 18	 t. ^' ^'v^111 QUALITY
DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM (DCS)
The DCS Subsystem performed nominally during this report period. The number of messages received at
OCC decreased 32%, corresponding to the 31% decrease in the number of deployed platforms. The number of
users decreased by 50%.
Figure 18-1 shows the number of DCS messages received In each 18-day cycle at OCC. Active DCP's in the
field average about 55. The precentage of good messages is about 96%.
There are 21 users in the data base; 183 DCP's are in the data base.



















0 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24
CYCLES OF 251 ORBITS EACH (18 DAYS)
Figure 18- 1, Land.Rat-3 Number of DCS Messages for Each 18-Day Cycle
13-' I.S-:t
R
Table 18-1. DCS Telemetry Values
Func Name Units
OrbM
43 1521 2721 35x2 4001 4430
10001 Receiver 1 Sig Strength dBm -125.00 -127.21 -123.45 -125.31 -18.11 -124.80
10002 Receiver 1 Temp DOC 19.05 19.00 20.17 20.95 21.08 21.04
10003 Rec-1 Pwr Input Volt VDC 2.35 2.34 2.35 2.35 2.30 2.30
10004 Receiver 2 Sig Strength dBm F F F F F F
10005 !receiver 2 Temp. DOC F F F F F F
10000	 1 Receiver 2 Input Volt 	 I VDC F F F F F F










	3/8/78	 Cell 4 of B Comstor would not verify. MDR D04942
3/9/78	 RBV had intermittent white level saturation in first
5% of image. MDR D04939
4/3/78	 Sensor responsivity was observed to be successively
lower at first turn-on after each outgas cycle.
5/4/78	 ECAM halted on checksum. MDR D04941
12/6/78	 MSS False End -of-Line Codes
How Observed





Off- Line Study be
taminatl,


























7/11/78	 No output from sensor 25 video on MSS Band 5, MDR
D04943
7/16/78	 SMART #6 analog WBVTR- 1 EOT detection fired while
in monitor mode (Orbit 1857)
7/19/78	 SMART #4 and 5 digital EOT detection for WBVTR-1 and
WBVTR -2 fired in Orbit 1897.
7/24/78	 SMART #2 fired due to WBVTR - 1 high headwheel current
(HWI) in Orbit 1971
3/27/78	 Intermittent delayed line start pulse on MSS. MDR
D04944
11/4/78	 SMART #7 analog WBVTR -2 EOT detection fired while
in monitor mode (Orbit 3465)





Cell 4 of B Comstor would not load properly in Orbits 41, 45 and 48. Operational use discontinued on 3/18/78
when all "1's" appeared in cell 4. Tested and operation resumed in O:tit 1897 on 19 July 1978 with cell 4 non-
operational.
White level saturation occurred in first 5% of images at intermittent occurrence.
Study being made to determine if responpAvity decline due Lo sensor deterioration or to non-water vapor con-
tamination.
ECAM halted on internal check on Orbit 839 (5 May 1978). Memory fault not critical and stable. Checksum
changed and operation continued. Reoccurred at new non-critical memory location on 31 May 1978. Checksum
changed and returned to operation.
First operation after 7th outgas cycle showed no output from sensor 25. Sensor 25 opertted nominally. Bands
1-4 normal.
Variable end of tape (EOT) protection circuit presently set inside normal operating rangt , and fired indicating
normal detection. No effect on operation as circuit is in monitor mode.
Operation to end of tape caused SMART #4 and 5 circuit to fire before primary mechanical EOT switch. Auto-
matic shutdown and inhibit of payloads occurred. Recorder returned to operation and SMART #4 and 5 reset.
Subsequent test operation showed normal HWI and normal operation of recorder resumed. SMART 02 was
reset.
Delayed line start generated by mux after apparent miss of scan monitor pulse No. 1. Mid scan code not
visible when commanded on. Switched to scan monitor light source B. Anomaly not seen in this mode. Mid
scan code still not visible when commanded on.
Variable end of tape (EOT) protection circuit presently set inside normal operating range and fired indicating
normal detection. No effect on operation as circuit is in monitor mode.
Simultaneous MSS and RBV playbacks during spacecraft night discharged the batteries until the unregulated
bus voltage reached -26.5 volts. The SMART triggered and shut down payload operation. The SMART #1 was
reset and normal operation resumed. Mission planning instructed to prohibit dual simultaneous P/B at night.
Reoccurred in Orbit 3939 (12/13/78) during night playback due to low power caused by power management
program error which has been corrected. SMART #1 was reset and normal operation resumed.
Occasional extra scan monitor pulses occurring in preamble or along video data cause early line starts or
extra 4 black and 4 white (End-of-Line Code) pixels in scene data: Occurs over magnetic anomalies with low




















SPACECRAFT ORBIT REFERENCE TABLES
FROM LAUNCH, b MARCH 1978 THROUGH 31 JULY 1979
OREM U TO 7187




GMT Flight Spacco raft Cyclew Cycle





5 64 1 0-3 0
6 65 2 4-17 0
7 66 3 18-31 0
8 67 4 32-45 0
9 68 5 46-50 0
10 1	 69 G 60-73 0
11 70 7 74-87 0
12 71 8 88-101 0
13 72 9 102-1115 0
14 73 10 116-129 0
15 74 11 130-143 1-14 1 1
16 75 12 144-157 15-281 1
17 76 13 158-171 29-4'd 3 1
18 77 14 172-185 43-56 It 1
19 7$ 15 186-199 57-70 5 1
20 79 16 200-213 71-84 6 1
21 80 17 214-227 85-98 7 1
22 81 18 328-241 99-112 8 1
23 82 19 342-255 113-136 9 1
24 83 20 256-268 127-139 10 1
35 84 31 269-282 140-153 11 1
26 85 22 283-296 154-167 12 1
27 86 23 297-310 168-181 13 1
38 87 24 311-324 182-195 14 1
39 88 25 325-338 196-209 15 1








GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 81 28 367-380 238-251 18 1
2 92 29 381-394 1-14 1 2
3 93 30 385-408 15-28 2 2
4 84 31 409-422 28-42 3 2
6 1	 95 32 423-438 43-56 4 1	 2
6 96 33 437-450 5 2
7 97 34 451-464 71-84 6 2
8 98 35 488-478 85-98 7 2
9 99 36 479-492 99-112 8 2
0 37 8-506 113-126 9 2
11 101 38 507-519 127-139 10 2
12 102 39 520-533 140-153 11 2
1Z, 103 40 534-547 154-167 12 2
14 104 41 548-561 168-181 13 2
16 1	 105 42 602-575 182-195 14 2
16 106 43 576-589 106-209 15 2
17 107 44 590-603 210=223 16 2
18 108 45 604-617 224-237 17 2
19 109 46 618-631 238-251 19 2
20 110 47 632-04C 1- 14 1 3
21 111 - 28 3
22 112 49 660-673 29- 42 3 3
23 113 50 674-687 43- 56 4 3
24 114 51 688-701 57- 70 5 3
25 115 52 702-715 71- 84 6 3
26 116 53 716-729 85- 98 7 3
27 117 54 730-743 99-112 8 3
28 118 55 744-757 113-126 9 3
29 119 56 758-770 127-139 10 3









GMT Flight Spacecrait Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 121 58 785-798 154-167 12 3
122 50 799-812 168-181 13 3
3 123 60 813-826 182-195 14 3
4 124 61 817-840 196-209 15 3
5 125 62 841-854 210-223 16 3
6 126 63 855- 868 224-237 17 3
7 127 64 869-882 238-231 is 3
8 128 65 683-896 1-14 1 4
9 129 66 897-910 13-28 2 4
10 130 6, 911-924 29-42 3 1	 4
11 131 68 925-938 43-56 4 4
12 132 69 939-952 57-70 5 4
13 133 70 953-966 71-84 6 4
14 134 71 967-980 85-98 7 4
15 133 72 981-994 99-112 8 4
16 136 73 995-1008 113-126 0 4
17 137 74 1009-1021 127-139 10 1
18 118 75 1022-1035 140-133 11 4
10 139 76 1036-1049 154-167 12 4
20 140 77 1050-1063 168-181 13 4
21 141 78 1064-1077 182-1 14 4
22 142 79 1078-1091 196-209 13 4
23 143 80 1092-1105 210-223 16 4
24 144 81 1106-1119 224-2;37 17 4
2 145 82 1120-1133 238-251 19 4
26 146 83 1134-1147 1-14 1 5
27 147 84 1148-1161 15-28 2 5
28 148 85 1162-1175 29-42 3 5
29 149 86 1176-1189 43-56 4 5
30 150 87 1190-1203 57-70 5 5







Gb1T Flight Spacecraft Cyclo Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 132 80 1218-1231 85-98 7 3
2 133 90 1.232-1245 99-112 8 5
3 134 91 1246-1259 113-120 9 5
4 155 92 1200-1272 127-139 10 3
b 1	 156 93 1273-1286 140-153 11 5
6 157 94 1287-1306 134-167 12 5
7 158 95 1301-1314 108-181 13 5
8 159 90 1315-1328 182-195 14 5
9 160 97 1329-1342 196-209 15 3
10 161 98 1343-1356 210-223 16 5
11 162 99 1357-1370 224-237 17 5
12 103 100 1371-1384 238-251 18 5
13 104 101 1385.1398 1 -14 1 6
14 165 102 1399.1412 15-28 3 6
b 1	 160 103 1413-1426 29-42 ;1 6
16 167 104 1427-1440 43-56 4 6
17 168 105 1441-1454 57-70 b 13
18 169 106 1455-1468 71-84 6 6
19 170 107 1469-1482 85-98 7 6
1' 7 loll 1483-1496 99 -112 s	 1 6
21 172 109 1497-1510 113-126 9 6
22 173 110 1511-1623 127-139 10 6
23 174 111 1524-1537 140-153 11 6
24 175 112 1538-1551 154-167 12 6
25 176 113 1552-1565 li7-131 13 6
26 177 114 1536-1679 182 -195 14 6
27 178 113 1580 -1593 196-209 15 6
28 179 116 1594-1607 "-10-223 16 6
29 190 117 1608 -1821 224-237 17 6






K GAIT Flight Spacecraft 1..y Jle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 182 119 1636-1649 1- 14 1 7
2 183 120 1660-1682 15- 28 2 7
3 184 121 1864-1677 29- 42 3 7
4 185 122 1678-1691 43- 56 4 7
ISO 123 1692-1705 57- 70 3 7
6 187 124 1706-1719 ?1- 84 5 7
7 188 125 1720-1733 85- 90 7 7
8 189 126 1734-1747 99-112 3 7
9 190 127 1748-1761 113-126 9 7
10 191 128 1762-1774 12T-139 10 7
11 192 129 1775-1788 140-153 11 7
12 193 130 1789-1802 154-167 12 7
13 194 131 1803-1816 168-181 13 7
14 195 132 1817-1830 182-195 14 7
13 196 133 1831-1844 196-209 15 7
16 197 134 1845-1858 210-223 16 7
17 198 135 1859-1872 224-237 17 7
18 199 136 1873-1886 238-251 is 7
19 200 137 1887-1900 1-	 14 1 d
20 201 138 1901- 1914 15- 28 2 8
21 202 139 1915-1928 29- 42 3 d
22 203 140 1929-1942 43- 56 4 8
23 204 141 1943-1956 57- 70 5 8
24 205 142 1957-1970 71- 84 6 8
25 206 143 1971-1984 85- 98 7 8
26 207 144 1985-1998 99-112 8 8
27 208 145 1999-2012 113-126 9 8
28 209 146 2013-2025 127-139 10 d
29 210 147 2026-2039 140-153 11 8
30 211 148	 1 2040-2053	 1 154-167	 1 12 d
31 212 149 2054-ZO07 6 -
Lmdsat-3
August 107 
GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 213 180 2068-2081 182-195 14 8
2 214 151 2082-2095 196-209 15 8
3 215 152 2096-2109 210-223 16 8
4 216 153 2110-2123 224-237 17 8
5 217 154 2124-2137 238-251 18 8
6 218 155 2138-2151 1- 14 1 9
7 219 156 2152-2165 15- 28 2 9
8 220 157 2166-2179 29- 42 3 9
9 223 158 21,80-2193 43- 56 4 9
10 222 159 2194-2207 57- 70 5 9
11 223 160 2208-2221 71- 84 6 9
12 224 161 2222-2235 85- 98 7 9
13 225 162 2236-2249 99-112 8 9
14 226 163 2250-2263 113-126 9 9
15 227 164 2264-2276 127-139 10 9
16 228 165 2277-2290 140-153 11 9
17 229 166 2291-2304 154-167 12 9
18 230 167 2305-2318 168-181 13 9
19 231 168 2319-2332 182-195 14 9
20 232 169 2333-2346 196-209 15 9
21 233 170 2347-2360 210-223 16 9
22 234 171 2361-2374 224-237 17 9
23 235 172 2375-2388 238-251 18 9
24 236 173 2389-2402 1- 14 1 10
25 237 174 2403-2416 15- 28 2 10
26 238 175 2417-2430 29- 42 3 10
27 239 176 2431-2444 43- 56 4 10
28 240 177 2445-2458 57- 70 5 10
29 241 178 2459-2472 71- 84 6 10
30 242 179 2473-2486 85- 98 7 10








GAIT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 244 181 2501-2514 113-126 9 10
2 245 182 2515-2527 127-139 10 10
3 246 183 2528-2541 140-153 11 10
4 247 184 2542-2555 154-107 12 10
5 248 185 2556-2569 168-181 13 10
6 249 186 2570-2583 182-195 14 10
7 250 187 2584-2597 196-209 15 10
8 251 188 259E-2611 210-223 16 10
9 252 189 2612-2625 224-237 17 10
10 253 190 2626-2639 238-251 18 10
11 254 191 2640-2603 1- 14 1 11
12 255 192 2654-2667 15- 28 2 11
13 256 193 2668-2681 29- 42 3 11
14 257 194 2682-2695 43- 56 4 11
15 258 195 2696-2709 57- 70 5 11
16 259 196 2710-2723 71- 84 6 11
17 260 197 2724-2737 85- 98 7 11
18 261 198 2738-2751 99-112 8 11
19 262 199 2752-2765 113-126 9 11
20 263 200 2766-2778 127-139 10 11
21 264 201 2779-2792 140-153 11 11
22 265 202 1793-2806 154-167 12 11
23 266 203 2807-2820 168-181 13 11
24 267 204 2821-2834 182-195 1.1 11
25 268 205 2835-2848 196-209 15 11
26 269 206 2849-2862 210-223 16 11
27 270 207 2863-2876 224-237 17 11
29 271 208 2877-2890 238-251 18 11
29 272 209 2891-2904 1-	 14 1 12















GAIT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 274 211 2919-2932 29- 42 3 12
2 273 212 2933-2946 43- GO 4 12
3 276 213 2947-2960 57- 70 5 12
4 377 214 2961-2974 71- 84 6 12
5 278 215 2975-2988 85- 98 7 12
6 279 216 2989-3002 99-112 8 12
7 280 217 3003-3016 113-126 9 0
8 381 218 3017-3029 127-139 10 12
9 282 219 3030-3043 140-153 11 12
10 1	 283 220 3044-3057 154-167 12
13
12
1211 284 221 3058-3071 168-181
12 285 222 3072-3085 182-195 14 12
13 286 223 3086-3099 196-209 15 12
14 287 224 3100-3113 210-223 16 12
15 388 225 3114-3127 224-237 17 12
1G 289 226 3128-3141 238-251 is 13
17 2190 227 3142-3155 1-	 14 1 13
18 291 228 3156-3109 15- 28 2 13
19 292 229 3170-3183 29- 42 3 13
20 293 230 3184-3197 43- 56 •1 13
21 294 231 3198-3211 57- 70 5 13
22 395 232 3212-3225 71- 84 6 13
213 390 233 3220-3239 85- 98 7 13
24 297 234 3240-3253 99-112 8 13
25 398 235 3254-3267 113-126 9 13
20 299 236 3208-3280 127-139 10 13
27 300 237 3281-3294 140-153 11 13
28 ;101 238 3295-3308 154-167 12 13
29 302 239 3309-3322 168-181 13 13
30 303
	
1 240	 1 3323-3330	 1 182-195	 1 14 13









GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Date Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 305 242 3351-3364 210-22:1 It; 13
2 300 243 31105-3378 224-237 17 13
3 :107 244 3:379-3392 230-251 is 13
•1 308 245 3:1113-34963 1-	 1l 1 1.1
a 309 246 3407-3420 5- 28
6 310 247 3.121-3434 29-	 •12 .1 14
7 311 2,18 3.135-3448 •1;3-	 56 4 1.1
8 312 249 3-1.19-3462 57- 70 5 14
9 ;11:1 250 .1463-3476 71-	 84 li 1.1
10 314 251 3477-3,190 145- 96 7 11
11 315 352 3.11) l -;150 1 1 99-112 h 1.1
12 317 251) .1505-3518 113-1213 9 14
1.1 317 25.1 3519-3531 127-139 10 14
1 .1 318 255 35132-3545 1.10-153 11 1.1
13 319 256 3540-3559 151.1-167 12 1	 14
Ili 320 267 3500-3573 168-1y1 13 11
17 321 258 3571-3587 182-11)5 ld 1.1
l8 322 259 :3588-3601 196-209 15 Li
11) 32;3 260 ;1601-1-:36151 210-23.1 16 1.1
20 32.1 '261 31316-30'29 22.1-'2;3; 17 14
21 ;125 22(32 36:10-3613 '238-'231 1 1.1
22 :1211 26 :1 ;30.1.1-3657 l-	 1 . 1 1 15
327 26.1 .1658-3671 115-	 28 2 15
2, •1 :328 265 3672-3685 29-	 •12 3 15
2:3 329 266 3686-:3699 d3- 56 .1 15
211 MO 267 3700-371:3 57- 70 :i 15
27 331 2138 3711-3737 71- 8d 6 15
2 :132 261) 3728-3711 S5- 98 7 15
21 , 11:33 370 :17.12-3756 99-112 S 15













GAIT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 335 272 3770-3792 127-139 10 15
2 336 373 3793-3796 140-153 11 15
3 337 274 3797-3910 154-167 12 15
4 339 275 3911-3824 168-181 13 15
5 339 276 3835-3939 190-196 14 15
6 340 277 3839-3852 196-209 15 15
7 341 278 3853-3866 210-223 16 15
8 342 279 3867-3880 224-237 17 15
9 343 280 3881-3894 238-351 is 15
10 34.1 381 3895-3908 1-	 14 1 16
11 345 382 3909-3922 15- 28 2 16
1:; 346 2183 3923-3936 29- 42 3 16
13 347 384 3937-3950 43- 56 4 16
14 348 285 3951-3964 57- 70 5 16
15 349 286 3965-3978 71- 84 6 16
'16
_ 1
1350 387 3979-3992 Sri- 98 7 16
17 351 288 3993-4006 99-113 8 16
is 353 389 4007-4020 113-136 9 16
19 353 390 4021-4033 137-1:39 10 16
30 354 391 4034-4047_ 110-153 11
12
16
21 356 292 4048-4061
_
154-167 16
23 1156 393 4062-4075 168-181 13 16
23 357 394 1076-4089 182-195 14 16
34 1158 295 4090-4103 196-20:1 15 16
25 359 2M 4164-4117 310-223 16 1'
26 360 397 4118-4131 324-337 17 16
27 361 298 -1132-4145 233-251 is 16
28 362 299 4146-4159 1-	 14 1 17
29 363 300 4160-4173 15- 38 3 17
30 1	 :364	 1 301 41.7.1-4187 1	 219- 43	 1 3 17









GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 1 303 4202-4215 57- 70 5 17
2 2 304 4216-4229 71- 84 6 17
3 3 305 4230-4243 85- 98 7 17
4 4 306 4244-4257 99-112 8 17
5 5 307 4258-4271 113-126 9 17
6 6 308 4272-4284 127-139 10 17
7 7 309 4285-4298 140-153 11 17
8 8 310 4299-4312 154-167 12 17
9 9 311 4313-4326 168-181 13 17
10 10 312 4327-4340 182-195 14 17
11 11 313 4341-4354 196-209 15 17
12 12 314 4355-4368 210-223 16 17
13 13 315 4369-4382 224-237 17 17
14 14 316 4383-4396 238-251 l8 17
15 1	 15 317 4397-4410 1- 14 1 18
16 16 318 4411-4424 15- 28 2 18
17 17 319 4425-4438 29- 42 3 18
18 18 320 4439-4452 43- 56 4 18
19 19 321 4453-4466 57- 70 5 18
20 20 322 4467-4480 71- 84 6 18
21 21 323 4481-4494 85- 98 7 18
22 22 324 4495-4508 99-112 8 18
23 23 325 4509-4522 113-126 9 18
24 24 326 4523-4535 127-139 10 18
25 25 327 4536-4549 140-153 11 18
26 26 328 4550-4563 154-167 12 18
27 27 329 4564-4577 168-181 13 18
28 28 330 4579-4591 182-195 14 18
29 29 331 4592-4605 196-209 15 18
30 30 332 4606-4619 210-223 16 18
31 31 333	 4620-4633 224-237 17 18
Lambat-3
February 1979
GAIT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 32 334 4634-4647 238-251 18 18
2 33 335 4648-4661 1- 14 1 19
3 34 336 4662-4675 15- 28 2 19
4 35 337 4676-4689 29- 42 3 19
5 36 338 4690-4703 43- 50 4
5
19
196 37 339 4704-4717
_
57- 70
7 38 340 4718-4731 71- 84 6 19
8 39 341 4732-4745 85- 98 7 19
9 40 342 4746-4759 99-112 8 I	 19
10 1	 41 343 4760-4773 113-126 9 19
11 42 344 4774-4786 127-139 10 19
12 43 345 4787-4800 140-153 11 19
13 44 346 4801-4814 154-167 12 19
14 45 347 4815-4828 168-181 13 19
15 46 348 4829-4842 182-195 14 19
16 47 349 4843-4636 196-209 15 19
17 48 350 4857-4870 210-223 16 19
18 49 351 4871-4884 224-237 17 19
19 50 352 4885-4898 238-251 18 19
20 51 353 4899-4912 1- 14 1 20
21 52 354 4913-4926 15- 28 2 20
22 53 355 4927-4940 29- 42 3 20
23 54 356 4941-4954 43- 56 4 20
24 55 357 4955-4968 57- 70 5 20
25 56 358 4969-4982 71- 84 6 20
26 57 359 4983-4996 85- 98 7 20
27 58 360 4997-5010 99 -112 8 20




GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 60 362 5025-6037 127-139 10 20
2 01 363 6038-5061 140-163 11 20
3 62 364 5062-5066 164-167 12 20
4 63 366 5066-6079 168-181 13 10
5 64 366 6080-6093 182-195 14 20
6 65 367 6094-6107 196-209 16 20
7 66 368 5108-6121 210-223 16 20
8 67 369 5122-5135 224-237 17 20
9 68 370 5136-5149 238-251 18 20
10 1	 69 371 5150-5163 1- 14 1 21
11 70 372 5164-5177 15-28 2 21
12 71 373 5178-5191 29- 42 3 21
13 72 374 5192-5205 43- 56 4 21
14 73 375 6206-5219 57- 70 5 21
15 74 376 5220-5233 71- 84 6 21
16 75 377 5234-5247 85- 98 7 21
17 76 378 5248-5261 99-112 8 21
18 77 379 5262-5275 113-126 9 21
19 78 380 5276-5288 127-139 10 21
20 1	 79 381 5289-5302 141-153 11 21
21 80 382 5303-5316 154-167 12 21
22 81 383 5317-5330 168-181 13 21
23 82 384 5331-5344 182-195 14 21
24 83 385 5345-5358 196-209 1621
25 84 1	 386 5359-5372 210-223 16 21
26 387 5373-5386 224-''237 17 21
27 388 5387-5400 238-251 18 r.1
28 389 5401-5414 1- 14 1 22
29
L86
390 5415-5428 15- 28 2 22
30 391 5429-5442 29- 42 3 22








GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 91 393 5457-5470 57- U 5 22
2 92 394 5471-5484 71- 84 6 22
3 93 395 5485-5498 85- 98 7 22
4 94 396 5499-5512 99-112 8 22
5 95 397 55..,-5526 113-126 9 22
6 96 398 5527-5539 127-139 10 22
7 97 399 5540-5553 140-153 11 22
8 98 400 5554-5567 154-167 12 22
9 99 401 5568-5581 168-181 13 22
10 100 402 5582-5595 182-195 14 22
11 101 403 5596-5609 196-209 15 22
12 102 404 5610-5623 210-223 16 22
13 103 405 5624-5637 224-237 17 22
14 104 406 5638 5651 238-251 18 22
15 105 407 5652-5665 1- 14 1 23
16 106 408 5666-5679 15- 28 2 23
17 107 409 5680-5693 29- 42 3 23
18 108 410 5694-5707 43- 56 4 23
19 109 411 5708-5721 57- 70 5 23
20 1	 110 412 5722-5735 71- 84 6 23
21 111 413 5736-5749 85- 98 7 23
22 112 414 5750-5763 99-112 8 23
23 113 415 5764-5777 113-126 9 23
24 114 416 5778-5790 127-139 10 23
25 115 417 5791-5804 140-153 11 23
26 116 418 5805-5818 154-167 12 23
27 117 419 5819-5832 168-181 13 23
28 118 420 5833-5846 182-195 14 23
29 119 421 5847-5860 196-209 15 23




GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Data Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 121 423 5875-5888 224-237 17 23
2 122 424 5889-5902 238-251 .8 23
3 123 425 5903-5916 1- 14 1 24
4 123 426 5917-5930 15- 28 2 24
5 1	 125 427 5931-5944 29- 42 3 24
6 126 428 5045- 5058 4- 56 4
7 127 429 5959-5972 57- 70 5 24
8 128 430 5073-5986 71- 84 6 24
9 129 431 5987-6000 85- 98 7 24
10 130 432 6001-6014 99-112 8 24
11 131 433 6615-6028 113-126 9 24
12 132 434 6029-6041 127-139 10 24
13 133 435 6042-6055 146-153 11 24
14 134 436 6056-6069 154-167 12 24
15 135 437 6070-6083 168-181 13 24
16 136 438 6084-6097 i82-195 14 24
17 137 439 6098-6111 196-209 15 24
18 138 440 6112-6125 210-223 16 24
19 139 441 6126-6139 224-237 17 24
20 140 442 6140-6153 238-251 18 24
21 141 443 6154-6167 1-	 14 1 25
22 142 444 6168-6181 13- 28 2 25
23 143 445 6182-6195 29- 42 3 25
24 144 446 6196-6209 -11- 56 4 25
25 145 447 6210-6223 57- 70 5 25
26 146 448 6224-6237 71- 84 6 25
27 147 449 6238-6251 85- 98 7 25
12 1; 148 450 6252-6265 99-112 8 25
29 149 451 6266-6279 113-126 9 25
30 150 452 6280-6292 127-139 10 25






GAIT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 152 454 6307-6320 154-167 12 25
2 153 455 6321-6334 168-181 13 25
3 154 456 6335-6348 182-195 14 25
4 155 457 6349-6362 196-209 15 25
5 156 458 6363-6376 210-223 16 25
6 157 459 6377-6300 224-237 17 2
7 158 460 6391-6404 238-261 18 25
8 150 461 6405-6418 1- 14 1 26
9 160 462 6419-6432 15- 28 2 26
10 161 463 6433-6446 29- 42 3 26
11 162 464 6447-6460 43- 56 4 26
12 163 465 6461-6474 57- 70 5 26
13 164 466 6475-6488 71- 84 6 26
14 165 467 6489-6502 85- 98 726
15 1	 166 468 6503-6516 99-112 8 26
16 167 469 6517-6530 113-126 9 26
17 168 470 6531-6543 127-139 10 26
18 169 471 6544-6557 140-153 11 26
19 170 472 6558-6571 154-167 12 26
20 171 473 6572-6585 168-181 13 26
21 172 474 6586-6599 182-195 14 26
22 173 475 6600-6613 196-209 15 26
23 174 476 6614-6627 210-223 16 26
24 175 477 6628-6641 224-237 1726
25 176 478 6642-6655 238-251 18 2
26 177 479 6656-6669 1 - 14 1 27
27 178 480 6670-6683 15- 28 227
28 179 461 6684-6697 29- 42 3 27
29 180 482 6698-6711 43- 56 4 27




GAIT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 182 484 6726-6739 71- 84 6 27
2 183 485 6740-6753 85- 98 7 27
3 184 466 6754-6767 99-112 8 27
4 185 487 6768-6781 113-126 9 27
5 186 488 6782-6794 127-138 10 27
6 187 489 6795-6808 140-153 11 27
7 188 490 6809-6822 154-167 12 27
8 189 491 6823-6836 168-181 13 27
9 190 492 6837-6950 182-195 14 27
10 191 493 0851-6864 198-209 15 27
11 192 494 6865-6878 210-223 16 27
12 193 495 6879-6892 224-237 17 27
13 194 496 6893-6906 238-251 18 27
14 195 497 6007-6920 1- 14 1 28
15 196 498 6921-6934 15- 28 2 28
16 197 499 6935-6948 29- 42 3 28
17 198 G00 6949-0962 43- 56 4 28
18 199 501 6963-6976 57- 70 5 28
19 200 502 6977-6990 71- 84 0 28
20	 1 201 503 6991=7004 85- 98 7 28
21 202 504 7005-7018 99-112 8 28
22 203 505 7019-7032 113-126 9 2d
23 204 506 7033-7045 127-139 10 28
24 205 507 7046-7059 140-153 11 28
25 206 508 7060-7073 154-le7 12 28
26 207 509 7074-7087 168-181 13 28
27 208 510 7088-7101 182-195 14 28
28 209 511 7102-7115 196-209 15 28
29 210 512 7116-7129 210-223 16 28
30 211 ;:13 7130-7143	 1 224-237 17	 1 28
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LANDSAT-3 DOCUMENTS ISSUED THIS REPORT PERIOD
Dwaription and Date
Landsat-3 MSS Line Start Anomaly, dated 11/21/78
Tenth Outgas Cycle and Subsequent Operations, dated 11/0%78
MSS W* nd 6 - A Vanishing Resource, dated 12/14/78
MSS Band b Landsat-31 Eleventh Outgas Cycle and Subsequent
Operation, dated 12/4/78
Landsat 2 and 3 Lh.: Start Anomaly Over Brazil, dated 12/3/715
MSS Band 6 Landsat 3: Twelfth Outgas Cycle and Subsequent
Operation, dated 1/4/78
MSS Band 6 and Landsat-3. Thirtheenth Outgas Cycle and Sub-
sequent Operations, dated 1/23/78
